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FICTION
GIRL
Edna O’Brien
Recipient of the Pen America/Nabokov Award for
Achievement in International Literature, the Irish Pen
Lifetime Achievement Award, the American National
Arts Gold Medal and the Ulysses Medal
“The most gifted woman now writing in English” Philip
Roth
“The Little Red Chairs is a daring invention set at the
bloody crossroads where worlds collide: savage, tender
and true” John Banville
Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Faber
UK editor: Lee Brackstone
US publisher: FSG

“This is storytelling of the highest order, resounding
with the empathy and authority we yearn for in fine
writing… Edna O’Brien is one of the greatest Irish
writers, of this or any era.” Sunday Independent

Girl, Edna O'Brien's hotly-anticipated new novel,

US editor: Jonathan Galassi

envisages the lives of the Boko Haram girls in a
masterpiece of violence and tenderness.

Publication: September 2019

I was a girl once, but not any more.

Rights sold:
Catalan (Edicions 62)
Dutch (De Bezige Bij)
French (Sabine Wespieser)
German (Hoffmann und
Campe)
Greek (Klidarithmos)
Italian (Einaudi)
Spanish (Lumen)
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

So begins Girl, Edna O’Brien’s harrowing portrayal of
the young women abducted by Boko Haram. Set in the
deep countryside of northeast Nigeria, this is a brutal
story of incarceration, horror, and hunger; a hair-raising
escape into the manifold perils of the forest; and a
descent into the labyrinthine bureaucracy and hostility
awaiting a victim who returns home with a child
blighted by enemy blood. From one of the century's
greatest living authors, Girl is an unforgettable story of
one victim's astonishing survival, and her unflinching
faith in the redemption of the human heart.

Since her debut novel The Country Girls, Edna O'Brien
DBE has written over twenty works of fiction along
with biographies of James Joyce and Lord Byron. Born
and raised in the west of Ireland, she has lived in
London for many years.
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FICTION
FRANKISSSTEIN
A Love Story
Jeanette Winterson
From 'one of the most gifted writers working
today' (New York Times) comes an audacious new
novel about the bodies we live in and the bodies we
desire.
In Brexit Britain, a young transgender doctor called Ry
is falling in love – against their better judgement – with
Victor Stein, a celebrated professor leading the public
debate around AI.

Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Jonathan Cape
UK editor: Rachel Cugnoni
US publisher: Grove Atlantic
US editor: Elisabeth Schimtz
Publication: May 2019
Page extent: 260

Rights sold:
Catalan (Periscopi)
Dutch (Atlas Contact)
French (Buchet)
Italian (Mondadori)
German (Kein & Aber)
Russian (AST)
Spanish (Lumen)
Swedish (Wahlstrom &
Widstrand)
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Meanwhile, Ron Lord, just divorced and living with
Mum again, is set to make his fortune launching a new
generation of sex dolls for lonely men everywhere.
Across the Atlantic, in Phoenix, Arizona, a cryogenics
facility houses dozens of bodies of men and women
who are medically and legally dead… but waiting to
return to life.
But the scene is set in 1816, when nineteen-year-old
Mary Shelley writes a story about creating a nonbiological life-form. ‘Beware, for I am fearless and
therefore powerful.'
What will happen when homo sapiens is no longer the
smartest being on the planet? Jeanette Winterson
shows us how much closer we are to that future than
we realise. Funny and furious, bold and clearsighted, Frankissstein is a love story about life itself.

Jeanette Winterson was born in Manchester and read
English at Oxford, during which time she wrote her
first novel, the Whitbread award winning Oranges Are
Not the Only Fruit. Since then she has written over a
dozen novels, children’s books and short story
collections. She was awarded an CBE for services to
literature in 2018.
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FICTION
ISLANDS OF MERCY
Rose Tremain
Praise for The Gustav Sonata:
“Beautifully rendered, and magnificent in its scope. It glows
with mastery” Ian McEwan
“A work of extreme and painful beauty, the story of one
profound love amid many failed relationships, and of the
conflict between passion and self-control. Rose Tremain is
one of the very finest British novelists.” Salman Rushdie
Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Chatto & Windus
Editor: Clara Farmer
Publication: Spring 2020
Other titles include:

Rosie
The Gustav Sonata
Music & Silence
Trespass
The Colour
Restoration
Merival: A Man of His Time
The Road Home
Sacred Country
The American Lover
The Way I Found Her
The Darkness of Wallis Simpson
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

In the city of Bath, in the year 1865, an extraordinary
young woman, Jane Adeane, is torn between her
dangerous affair with a beautiful female lover and the
promise of a conventional marriage to an apparently
respectable doctor. Six-foot tall, known as The Angel of
the Baths for her nursing skills, but convinced that some
other destiny will one day show itself to her, Jane is an
audacious and seductive heroine for our time.
Meanwhile, on the wild island of Borneo, an eccentric
British ‘rajah’, Sir Ralph Savage, overflowing with
philanthropy but flawed by his passions, sees his schemes
relentlessly undermined by his own fragility, by man’s
innate greed and by the invasive power of the forest itself.
As these two dramas become locked together across the
globe, the novel unfolds its universal theme – how the
human spirit endlessly searches for places of sanctuary in a
pitiless world.
Once again, Rose Tremain explores bold new ideas in new
fictional territory.
Rose Tremain CBE was one of only five women to be
selected for Granta’s original 20 ‘Best of Young British
Novelists’ in 1983. Since then, her novels and short stories
have been published in 27 countries and won many prizes,
including the Whitbread Award, the Prix Femina in France
and the 2008 Orange Prize for Fiction. Her fourteenth
novel, The Gustav Sonata, was published to wide acclaim in
2016. It won the National Jewish Book Award for Fiction in
the United States and the UK South Bank Sky Arts Award
for Literature.
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FICTION
THIS IS HAPPINESS
Niall Williams
“Why Niall Williams's History of the Rain did not win
every literary prize is baffling: it provided the most
satisfying read of 2014. It is a novel about books and
being a bookish, serious reader, as well as about family,
Irish village life, devotion and weather, invariably rain.
Books rarely make me weep nowadays, but this one did,
for all the right reasons - its sublime and funny prose is
totally engaging. I could not bear it to end” Readers'
Books of the Year 2014, The Guardian

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Bloomsbury
Editor: Michael Fishwick
Publication: December 2019
Page extent: 368
Rights sold:
Italian (Neri Pozza)

Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

When a man named Christy arrives in the village of Faha,
West Clare, Ireland, the rain ceases and the sun shines
for longer than anyone can remember. Christy is coming
to put up the poles for electricity arriving in the village for
the first time and he lands up in the house with the only
telephone in the village. The summer that 17 year old
Noel Crowe has been sent to stay with his grandparents
in disgrace for giving up on a priesthood.
Village life revolves around that house and it’s not long
before the village realises that Christy has a reason for
being there and it’s connected with the beautiful, slightly
mysterious Annie Mooney, the widow of the local
chemist.
As the story unfolds, the magic and beauty of Niall
Williams’ words tell a story of a love so deep it lasted for
50 years, and a betrayal so fierce and raw, it was never
forgiven. Not since the international storm of Four
Letters of Love has there been a book so rooted in the
island of John Mcgahan, the poignancy of Edna O’Brien
and the poetic evocation of Seamus Heaney… This is
Happiness is such a book.
Niall Williams was born in Dublin in 1958. He is the
author of eight novels including John and Four Letters of
Love. Niall lives in Kiltumper in County Clare, with his
wife, Christine. Niall has now finished writing the
screenplay for his novel Four Letters of Love, which is
being produced by Element Pictures, and is due to go
into production next year, with Mark Rylance attached to
star.
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FICTION
DISQUIET
Zülfü Livaneli
Praise for Bliss: “Bliss is fresh, original, and warm hearted,
the work of a cosmopolitan insider and multi-talented
artist.” Louis de Bernieres

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

Praise for The Eunuch of Constatinople: ‘”Nothing
prepares the reader for the series of new and shocking
events that make up the material of this novel. The first
thing I’d say to a new reader is, yes; do read it to be
surprised. How long is it since you read a book where the
people behave in a way that is entirely different from the
way your fellow citizens behave? This is the one!’ Elia
Kazan

US publisher: Other Press

Mercy is not an ointment for cruelty.

US editor: Judith Gurewich

Disquiet transports the reader to the contemporary

Previous publishers include:
France (Gallimard)
Germany (Klett Cotta)
Greece (Patakis)
Russia (Exmo)
Turkey (Doğan Kitap)

Middle East with a love story set against the recent
atrocities committed by ISIS against the Yazidi people. Both
a meditation on the nature of being human and an
empathetic, probing look at the past and present reality of
these lands of the Mesopotamian heritage, Disquiet is the
groundbreaking first novel to tell of the experiences of the
Yazidis fleeing ISIS to take refuge in Turkey.

Other titles include:

My Brother’s Story
Leyla’s House
Bliss
Serenade for Nadia
Hotel Constantinople
The Eunuch of Constantinople
Memory of Snow
Last Island
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

Through the stories of Hussein from Mardin and the Yazidi
girl, Meleknaz from Iraq, Disquiet gives a voice to the
peoples, faiths, histories, and stories that have swept
through this region over centuries.
Zülfü Livaneli is a bestselling Turkish author and poet who
is considered one of the most significant and influential
intellectuals of his time. His books have won numerous
awards, and have been turned into films, plays, and operas.
Livaneli was imprisoned several times during the coup of
1971 for his political views and had to leave Turkey to go
into exile. He then lived in Stockholm, Paris, Athens, and
New York where he met and collaborated with artists and
intellectuals such as Elia Kazan, Arthur Miller, James Baldwin,
and Peter Ustinov among others. His works and cultural
and political activities and contributions to world peace
were recognized by UNESCO in 1995 when he was
appointed Goodwill Ambassador - a post he still holds
today.
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FICTION
THE PORTRAIT
Ilaria Bernardini
TV/Film rights sold to Fremantle Media

The Portrait is the moving and wryly funny story of a lover, a wife
and the man they have in common. After 30 years of secretly
overlapping lives, the two women find themselves united under
the same roof for the first time.

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
Publisher: Atlantic
Editor: Kate Ballard
Publication: tbc
Rights sold:
Italian (Mondadori)
Previous titles:

Non è niente
La fine dell’amore
I Supereroi
Corpo Libero
Domenica
Faremo Foresta

Internationally renowned writer Valeria Costas has dedicated her
life to her work and her secret lover for the last thirty years,
Martìn Aclà. Isla Lawndale, Martìn’s wife, is a former portrait
painter and the mother of his three children. And the man who
connects the two women, Martìn Aclà, is a powerful
businessman, who lies dying in his home in in London, having had
a stroke.
After Martin falls seriously ill, Valeria is desperate to say goodbye
to her lover. She fabricates a story for her agent and her
publishers: she will no longer allow photographs of herself to be
used for publicity purposes. The only image she will accept is a
portrait. With a new book coming out, Valeria identifies Isla
Lowndale Aclà as her painter of choice. Although Isla has not
painted for more than 10 years, a letter from Valeria Costas and
a call from her agent, but mostly an order from her teenage
daughter Antonia, a fan of Valeria’s short stories, persuades Isla to
bring out her brushes and paint again, thus enabling Valeria to
enter Martìn’s home.
The two women talk to each other during the sittings, creating an
intimacy between them, revealing truths, fragilities and strengths.
In another life, maybe, they would have been friends. In this life,
they still might be able to help one another. Together, under
Martìn’s roof, during their own private turmoil, the stories of
Valeria and Isla’s lives are exchanged: childhood, abandonment,
loss and love, all unfolding within the cosy confines of Isla’s studio.
Both women exist in a state of shifting uncertainty, each of them
waiting for Martìn’s salvation – or for his death.

The Portrait is a captivating novel; filled with deception and
mystery – but also with love and humour, embodied by two
irresistibly magnetic characters.
Ilaria Bernardini was born in Milan. She is a scriptwriter and has
written for Ciak, Tutto Musica, Linus, Rolling Stone, Vanity
Fair and GQ. In Italian, Ilaria has published five novels, two shortstory collections and a graphic novel; her 2011 novel Corpo
Libero is in pre-production with award winning director Giseppe
Capotondi officially attached to the project. The Portrait is her
first novel written in English.
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FICTION
THE OTHER BENNET SISTER
Janice Hadlow
TV rights optioned by Bad Wolf

Agent: Caroline Michel

All of us who love Pride and Prejudice sometimes
wonder what happened to our favourite characters after
the novel has finished. Jane Austen shared that curiosity,
and her letters show that she often mused on the later
lives of Jane and Elizabeth Bennet after they were happily
married.

UK publisher: Macmillan

But what of the other Bennet daughters?

UK editor: Sam Humphreys

The fate of the middle sister, Mary, is by far the bleakest
of the sisterhood. There will be no marriage for her.
Once the other Bennet girls have left home, the
awkward, blundering, bookish Mary is left alone with her
ageing parents. Hers was a situation shared by very many
women who failed to find husbands. Obliged to act as
carers and helpmeets, they were forever stuck in the
dependent role of daughters, never able to graduate to
the maturity and self-determination enjoyed by wives and
mothers.

US publisher: Henry Holt

US editor: Barbara Jones
Publication: 2019
Rights sold:
TV/film (Bad Wolf)
Other titles include:

The Strangest Family
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

But what if Mary’s afterlife took a very different path from
that laid out for her at the close of Pride and Prejudice?
What if the most despised of the Bennet girls had a
future of a kind never permitted her by Austen?

The Other Bennet Sister imagines what that story might
be, exploring how the ugly duckling of the Bennet
sisterhood is gradually transformed into a very particular
kind of swan.
Janice Hadlow was born in London and studied history at
university. After a few years working for the House of
Commons, she became a television producer at the BBC.
There, and later at Channel Four, she played an important
role in popularising history on tv, making a number of
highly regarded series. She is the recipient of a number of
awards, and is a Fellow of the Royal Television Society, as
well as of King’s College, University of London. She left
the BBC in 2016 and is now a full-time writer.
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FICTION
A NET FOR SMALL FISHES
Lucy Jago
Based on the true story of the scandal the rocked the
court of James I, A Net For Small Fishes explores the
consequences of the unlikely friendship between
society dressmaker, Anne Turner, and Frankie, Duchess
of Somerset, the 17th Century’s answer to Thelma and
Louise.

Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
UK publisher: Bloomsbury
UK editor: Alexandra Pringle
US publisher: Flatiron Books
US editor: Sarah Murphy
Publication: Spring 2021
Other titles include:

The Northern Lights
Montacute House

Despite her relatively lowly place on the fringes of court
society, Anne and Frankie become the closest of friends.
Bound by a fearless approach to life, they are prepared to
defy convention in the pursuit of happier lives. In a time
when necromancers and wise women abounded, they
also had no foibles about drawing supernatural forces to
further their own ends. For a while, it seemed each time
they rolled the dice, they were rewarded, but as the
stakes get higher, things take a darker turn. In order to
escape a cruel and sadistic husband, Frankie becomes
convinced that murder is her only way out. How far is
Anne prepared to go in the cause of the sisterhood? Her
friendship is to be put to the ultimate test.
Utterly transporting, and told with a wonderful eye for
detail, A Net For Small Fishes is a remarkable tale, made
all the more powerful for being based in truth.

Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle Mori

Lucy Jago trained in history of art at the Courtauld
Institute, then produced documentaries for the BBC
before turning her hand to writing. She is the author of
three books; a biography of the Norwegian scientist,
Kirstan Birkland, The Northern Lights (Hamish Hamilton);
TV tie in Regency House Party (Sphere); and a children’s
novel set in the Elizabethan era, Montacute House
(Bloomsbury Children’s). A Net For Small Fishes is her
first foray into adult fiction.
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FICTION
THE CONFESSIONS OF FRANNIE LANGTON
Sara Collins
'Beautifully written, lushly evocative, and righteously furious.
Frannie might be a 19th century character, but she is also a
heroine for our times' Elizabeth Day, author of The Party

'By turns lush, gritty, wry, gothic and compulsive . . . a
dazzling page-turner' Emma Donoghue, author of Room
'Sara Collins has picked up the tradition of gothic fiction and
made it brand new' Stef Penney, author of The

Tenderness of Wolves

Agent: Nelle Andrew
UK publisher: Viking
UK editor: Katy Loftus
US publisher: HarperCollins
US editor: Emily Griffin
Publication: April 2019
Rights sold:
Canadian (HarperCollins)
Czech (Host)
Dutch (Hollands Diep)
French (Belfond)
German (Droemer)
Hebrew (Tchelet Books)
Hungarian (Libri)
Italian (Einuadi)
Polish (Foksal)
Spanish (Ediciones B)
Swedish (Sekwa)
TV/Film (Drama Republic)
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

‘Heads turn as I enter. Around me a river of faces in flood,
their mutters rising, blending with the lawyers’ whispers.
Every eye a skewer. It seems all of London is here.. But then
murder is the story this city likes best.’
Crowds gather in their thousands at the gates of the Old
Bailey, as Frannie Langton, maid to Mr and Mrs Benham,
goes on trial for their murder. The testimonies against her
are damning - slave, whore, cuckolder. And they may be the
truth.
But they are not the whole truth.
Frannie’s tale begins with a young girl learning to read on a
plantation in Jamaica, and it ends in a grand house in
London, where her new mistress is caught in a different kind
of trap. It’s a tale of passion and hatred, betrayal and
revenge, and of choice and consequence.
But through Frannie’s fevered confessions burns this
question: could she have murdered the only person she
ever loved?
Sara Collins studied law at the London School of Economics
and worked as a lawyer for seventeen years. In 2015 she
embarked upon the Creative Writing Masters at Cambridge
University. There she won the 2015 Michael Holroyd Prize
for Re-creative Writing, and began writing a book inspired by
her love of Gothic fiction, which was shortlisted for the 2016
Lucy Cavandish Prize. This turned into her first novel, The
Confessions of Frannie Langton.
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FICTION
THE WITCHES OF ST PETERSBURG
Imogen Edwards-Jones
'Sumptuous, sexy and haunting' Santa Montefiore
'Brilliant' Candance Bushnell
'A rip-roaring read' Daisy Goodwin
Starving men and women stalk the streets of St.
Petersburg. Revolution is brewing. Yet in the Imperial
court of Nicholas II and the lavish palaces of the
aristocracy, there is unimaginable luxury and
extravagance.

Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
UK publisher: Head of Zeus
UK editor: Rosie de Courcy
UK publication: April 2019
US publisher: HarperCollins

Into this world of stifling splendour come two sisters.
Princesses Anastasia and Militza from Montenegro are
famed for their wild beauty and mystical powers. They
befriend the isolated Tsarina Alexandra and use
their psychic gifts to help in her increasingly desperate
quest to produce a male heir. In one doomed last
throw of the dice, the princesses introduce Rasputin to
the Russian court. Forgotten by history, these
extraordinary sisters played a frustrating role in the fate
of the Romanov family – a true story of love, lust,
power and betrayal.

US editor: Sara Nelson

US publication: January 2019
Page extend: 416
Rights sold:
Greek (Dioptra)
Latvian (Latvijas Mediji)
Spanish (Ediciones B)

Imogen Edwards-Jones is a journalist, ghost writer and
author. Her industry expose Hotel Babylon was the first
in a series of books that have sold over a million copies
and served as the basis of a hit primetime BBC1 TV
series.
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FICTION
WHO’S THAT GIRL
Maxine Chung
TV rights optioned by Netflix

One woman, multiple personas.
But which one is telling the truth?
They’re not straightforward - patients with multiple
personalities - dangerous in the wrong conditions.

Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
On submission in the UK
US publisher: William Morrow
US editor: Liz Stein
Publication: February 2020
Rights sold:
Russian (Eksmo)
Film/TV (Netflix)

At 24, Alexa Wú nearly has her life together: a new
relationship, a restaurant job that pays the bills, and a
promising interview for a photojournalism position. But it’s
all complicated by the fact that her life is manipulated by a
series of voices and alternate personas. It’s a constant fight
to keep her other “selves” in check, to prevent them from
coming out when it’s not safe, to make sure no one is
aware they exist. Only three people know what’s going on
in Alexa’s head: her therapist Daniel; her stepmother Anna;
and her enigmatic best friend Ella.
When Ella gets a job at a high-end gentlemen’s club, she
catches the attention of its shark-like owner and is
gradually drawn into his inner circle. As Alexa’s world
becomes intimately entangled with Ella’s, she soon finds
herself the unwitting keeper of a nightmarish secret. With
no one to turn to and lives at stake, she follows Ella into
London’s cruel underbelly on a daring rescue mission.
Threatened and in danger, Alexa will discover whether her
multiple personalities are her greatest asset, or her
deadliest obstacle.
Chilling, electrifying, and breathlessly compulsive, Who’s
That Girl deftly navigates the swirling confluence of identity,
innocence, and the impossible fracturing weights that
young women are forced to carry, causing us to question:
Does the truth lead to self-discovery, or destruction?

Maxine Mei-Fung Chung is a psychoanalytic
psychotherapist and clinical supervisor. With degrees in the
arts, she worked as a Creative Director for ten years at
Condé Nast, The Sunday Times and The Times. She lives
in London with her son. Who’s That Girl is her first novel.
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FICTION
THE INVITATION
Melanie Gideon
Praise for Wife 22:
‘I loved it, loved it, loved it. It's so funny and true and
sad and real and clever and of-the-moment. Also so
hopeful and wise and ultimately heartwarming.’ Marian
Keyes

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
Previous publishers:
Albania (Pegi)
Brazil (Intrinseca)
Bulgaria (Era Media)
Catalan (Columna)
China (Citic)
Croatia (Algoritam)
Czech Republic (Domino)
Finland (Gummerus)
France (Fleuve Noir)
Germany (btb)
Greece (Nea Ekdotiki)
Hungary (Atheneaum)
Iceland (Lesbok)
Indonesia (PT Gramedia)
Italy (Sperling & Kupfer)
Israel (Matar)
Japan (Hayakawa)
Macedona (Prosvetno)
Netherlands (AW Bruna)
Portugal (Santillana)
Romania (Trei)
Russia (AST)
Serbia (Laguna)
Slovenia (Videotop)
Spain (Planeta)
Sweden (Forum)
Taiwan (Ye-Ren)
Vietnam (Tre)
Previous titles:

Wife 22
Valley of the Moon
The Slippery Year:

When Gemma Howard receives an invitation from Ruth
Thorne to their school’s kindergarten meet-and-greet
party, they bond. They are the only single mothers in
the class, each of them with one daughter. Soon they
find themselves doing everything together. Birthdays,
vacations, Thanksgiving, Christmas. The mothers
become best friends, their daughters do too. They are
inseparable.
But as the years pass, and the girls drift apart, jealousy,
competition and betrayals mount. And their perfect little
foursome, which once felt like home, starts to feel like
jail.

The Invitation is the story of a friendship steeped in
obsession and duplicity. It’s about the split between our
public and private selves. The things mothers really think,
but would never say. The dark deeds mothers fantasize
about doing when their children are rejected, but would
never dare act upon. And it’s about a woman, who
finally pushed to an extreme, crosses the line with
devastating results.
Melanie Gideon is the bestselling author of the
novels Wife 22 and Valley of the Moon, as well as the
memoir The Slippery Year: A Meditation on Happily Ever
After. Her books have been translated into 31
languages. Wife 22 is currently in development with
Gidden Media. She has written for The New York Times,

The San Francisco Chronicle, The London Times,
The Daily Mail, The Guardian and other publications. She
was born and raised in Rhode Island and now lives in the
Bay Area.
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FICTION
KEEPER
Jess Moor
‘Jess Moor is a new young writer I believe in. She’s smart,
she’ll reach a different generation, she has plenty to say
that is political and necessary. And she can tell a story.
She’s versatile, unafraid, highly promotable. She’s a crossplatform thinker with a voice of her own.’ Jeanette
Winterson

Agent: Marilia Savvides
UK publisher: Viking
UK editor: Katy Loftus

US publisher: Penguin Books
US editor: Shannon Kelly
Publication: Spring 2020
Rights sold:
French (Belfond)
Japanese (Shogakukan)

‘I read a lot of debut novels - this is better than most of
them. Jess marshals her material cleverly and she keeps the
suspense working well. Her portraits of the women and
their back stories is varied and credible; they made me
want to shout out in anger!’ Val McDermid
There’s a townhouse in the town of Widringham that
looks just like all the others on the street. You wouldn’t
even notice it. Except this house is different.
Several women live at the house, a women’s refuge, hiding
from the men who have hurt, stalked and threatened
them. They watch television, attend therapy sessions and
wait for their lives to start. They jump at shadows.
When their beloved counsellor, Katie is found dead at the
bottom of the town’s bridge, Detective Dan Whitworth
and his new trainee, Detective Constable Brookes take the
lead on the apparent suicide case.
Though Dan is jaded and believes Katie jumped, the
women are sure she was murdered. Are they paranoid or
just vigilant? As the police investigate they can find no
record of Katie existing before she arrived in Widringham.
Did she jump or was she pushed? And who was she?

Jessica Moor read English at Cambridge before working
in the culture and charity sectors. She gained an MA in
Creative Writing from the University of Manchester, and
her dissertation was awarded the Peters Fraser +
Dunlop sponsored 'Creative Writing Prize for Fiction’.
She is currently focused on feminist writing and issues
surrounding violence against women.
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FICTION
COME BACK FOR ME
Heidi Perks
From the author of The Sunday Times bestseller

Now You See Her
“I flew threw this book in three days, with my heart in
my mouth. Seriously page-turning.” Lisa Jewell
‘The worst case scenarios in this book make you want
to look away, but the end is so full of twists and turns it
keeps you hooked, with a final twist I didn’t see coming’
Araminta Hall

Agent: Nelle Andrew
UK publisher: Century
UK editor: Emily Griffin
UK publication: July 2019
US publisher: Gallery
US editor: Jackie Cantor
US publication: November 2019

Page extent: 400
Rights sold:
German (Blanvalet)
Italian (SEM Libri)
Russian (AST)

A shocking discovery.
An island wrapped in secrets.
A tiny island community is rocked by the discovery of a
long-buried body.
For Stella Harvey the news is doubly shocking. The
body was found in the garden of her childhood home
– the home her family fled without explanation twentyfive years ago.
Now, questioning her past and desperate to unearth
the truth, Stella returns to the isolated island. But she
quickly finds that the community she left isn’t as
welcoming as she remembers – and that people will go
to any length to protect their secrets.

One thing rings true…
You can’t bury the truth forever.

Other titles:

Beneath the Surface
Now You See Her
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Heidi was born and raised on the south coast of
England and studied at Bournemouth University. She
worked in marketing for fifteen years and left her job as
a Marketing Director four years ago to focus on
bringing up her young family and writing. Her previous
novel, Now You See Her, was a Sunday Times
bestseller.
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FICTION
55
James Delargy
‘A fantastically interesting premise’ Chris Carter
TV/film rights optioned by Zucker Productions

Wilbrook in Western Australia is a sleepy, remote
town that sits on the edge of miles and miles of
unexplored wilderness. It is home to Police Sergeant
Chandler Jenkins, who is proud to run the town’s small
police station, a place used to dealing with domestic
disputes and noise complaints.

Agent: Marilia Savvides
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Editor: Anne Perry
Publication: April 2019
Rights sold:
Bulgarian (Soft Press)
Chinese, complex (Rye Fields)
Czech (Domino)
Estonian (Eesti Raamat)
French (HarperCollins France)
German (Heyne)
Hebrew (Korim)
Hungarian (Maxim)
Japanese (Hayakawa)
Italian (Rizzoli)
Lithuanian (Balto Leidybos
Namai)
Norwegian (Gyldendal)
Polish (Swiat Ksiazki)
Portuguese (Bertrand Editora)
Russian (Exmo)
Serbian (Vulkan)
Slovak (Ikar)
Spanish (Roca)
Swedish (Norstedts)
Ukrainian (FLC)

All that changes on a scorching day when an injured
man stumbles into Chandler’s station. He’s covered in
dried blood. His name is Gabriel. He tells Chandler
what he remembers.
He was drugged and driven to a cabin in the mountains
and tied up in iron chains. The man who took him was
called Heath. Heath told Gabriel he was going to be
number 55. His 55th victim.
Heath is a serial killer.
As a manhunt is launched, a man who says he is Heath
walks into the same station. He tells Chandler he was
taken by a man named Gabriel. Gabriel told Heath he
was going to be victim 55.
Gabriel is the serial killer.

Two suspects. Two identical stories. Which one is the
truth?
James Delargy was born and raised in Ireland but has
lived in South Africa, Australia and Scotland, before
ending up in semi-rural England where he now lives. He
incorporates this diverse knowledge of towns, cities,
landscape and culture picked up on his travels into his
writing. 55 is his first novel.
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ALONE
JL Butler
Praise for Mine:
‘Gripping, intelligent, thrilling’ Adele Parks

‘Taut, sinister, clever, with dark and delicious twist
coiled in its heart’ S K Tremayne
Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Kimberley Young
Publication: July 2019

Page extend: 400
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Record)
Czech Republic (Metafora)
France (Sonatine)
Germany (Rowohlt)
Hungary (XXI Szazad Kiado)
Israel (Dani Books)
Italy (Piemme)
Netherlands (HarperCollins)
Poland (Edipresse)
Portugal (Planeta)
Russia (FLC)
Spain (Roca)
Turkey (Salon)

‘A gripping, thrill-a-minute ride through London’s dark
side’ Erin Kelly
‘Intelligently written. Compulsive. I defy you to put this
down.’ Jane Corry
The author of Mine cranks things up another notch...

McMafia meets Fatal Attraction in this psychological
thriller about a lonely housewife who is stalked after a
one night stand with a college sweetheart.

Previous titles:

Mine

Japanese Sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

J.L. Butler trained as a lawyer and journalist. She lives in
London with her husband and son. J.L. Butler is the
pseudonym for Sunday Times bestseller, Tasmina Perry.
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THE CHOSEN GIRLS
Christina Demosthenous
Longlisted for the Lucy Cavendish Prize
Lara is a single mother, living in London, doing her best
to raise her children.
Her 16-year-old daughter Jasmine is a classic teenager;
moody, distant and obsessed with social media and
especially Sabrina Stardust, one of the biggest vloggers
and influencers in the world.

Agent: Marilia Savvides
On submission

When Sabrina stops posting, her fans go crazy. And
when the media announces that she’s missing, all hell
breaks loose.

Lara watches as her daughter falls apart. Girls all across
the country can’t cope. They skip school, text
incessantly, tweet non-stop. Parents don’t know how to
calm the mass hysteria. Where is Sabrina?
When a few days later, one of Sabrina’s biggest fans
goes missing too, it becomes the biggest news story in
the country. And when yet another girl disappears,
Lara, and every other parent in the nation, is terrified
that her daughter will be next.
And then the unthinkable happens. Jasmine doesn’t
come home from school and Lara’s world splits apart at
the seams.
But Lara makes a promise: she’ll stop at nothing to
bring her daughter home.
Christina Demosthenous is a born and bred Londoner,
with a mix of Greek and New Zealand heritage. She
studied English Literature at the University of Leeds
after a Fine Art Foundation Course at Chelsea College
of Arts. For her day job she works as a fiction editor in
the publishing industry. The Chosen Girls is her debut
novel and was longlisted for the Lucy Cavendish
College Fiction Prize.
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THE ROOMMATES
Rachel Sargeant
From the Amazon bestselling author of The Perfect

Neighbours

‘Dark, claustrophobic and suffused with a creeping sense
of menace, The Perfect Neighbours builds to a shocking
climax. I thoroughly enjoyed it’ Alex Lake, bestselling
author of After Anna
When Imo arrives to start her first week at university,
she’s hoping for a new beginning after a rough few years
at school.

Agent: Marilia Savvides
Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Finn Cotton
Publication: Autumn 2019
Previous publishers:
Italy (Newton Compton)
Previous titles:

The Perfect Neighbours
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Tegan is ready for independence and is hell-bent on
stepping out of her father’s tainted shadow.
Phoenix starts university, focused on building a future
away from the only world she’s ever known, away from
her family.
And Amber? Amber’s a free spirit, more interested in
partying that studying.
Despite their differences, the girls become fast friends
when they move into the same flat.

Then out of nowhere Amber suddenly drops out and
cuts off all contact. And Imo is sure she senses
something more sinister.
As she persuades the others to help her search for their
flatmate, she helps uncover Amber’s darkest secrets and
before long, they’re all in danger.

After completing a Masters in Creative Writing from
Lancaster University, Rachel Sargeant went on to write
four novels and is a previous winner of Writing
Magazine’s Crime Short Story competition. She now
lives in Gloucestershire with her husband and
children. The Perfect Neighbours has now sold over
100,000 copies.
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NOBODY’S WIFE
Laura Pearson
Praise for Missing Pieces: ‘A stunningly assured debut
that explores the ripples of a terrible family tragedy on
the surviving fragile members. Beautifully written and
surprisingly life-affirming. ‘ Sarah Pinborough, author of

Behind Her Eyes

From the best-selling author of Missing Pieces comes a
heart-wrenching story about family, loyalty, and
obsession that will have you racing to the finish.

Of the four of them, only three remained. And there
was no going backwards from there.
Publisher: Agora Books
Editor: Kate Evans
Publication: March 2019
Page extent: 267
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Emily and Josephine have always shared everything.
They’re sisters, flatmates, and best friends. It’s the two
of them against the world.
When Emily has the perfect wedding, and Josephine
finds the perfect man, they know things will change
forever. But nothing can prepare them for what, or
who, one of them is willing to give up for love.
Four people. Three couples. Two sisters. One
unforgiveable betrayal.

Laura Pearson is a copywriter and blogger from
Leicestershire. Laura regularly writes for The
Motherload, Huffington Post, Emma's Diary, and
Macmillan, as well as running the blog Breast Cancer
and Baby, which Laura began to document her breast
cancer journey having been diagnosed during
pregnancy. Laura’s debut novel Missing Pieces was
published in 2018.
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THE EX-WIFE
Jess Ryder
If you loved The Girl on the Train, Gone Girl or The
Couple Next Door then this dark, twisting
psychological thriller from Amazon chart bestseller Jess
Ryder is guaranteed to have you gripped.

You’ve got everything she wants …
Newly married Natasha has the perfect house, a loving
husband and a beautiful little girl called Emily. She’d
have it all if it wasn’t for Jen, her husband’s ex-wife who
just won’t leave them alone …
Agent: On behalf of Rowan
Lawton, YM&U
Publisher: Bookouture
Editor: Jessie Botterill

Then Natasha returns home one day to find her
husband and Emily gone without trace. Desperate to
get her daughter back, Natasha will do anything even if
it means accepting an offer of help from Jen. But can
she trust her? And do either of them really know the
man they married?

Publication: June 2018
Page extent: 340
Rights sold:
Czech (Euromedia)
Hungarian
(KÖNYVMOLYKÉPZŐ)
Italian (Newton Compton)
Polish (Burda)
Russian (AST)
Previous publishers:
France (City Editions)
Previous titles:

The Good Sister
Lie to Me
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

As well as psychological thrillers, Jess Ryder also writes
books for children, teens and young adults as Jan Page.
With many years' experience as a scriptwriter, she
loves watching television crime drama. Jess is a
passionate reader and particularly enjoys thrillers. She
blogs about writing, reviews books and interviews
writers
at
www.jessryder.co.uk
and
www.janpagewriter.com. Jess lives with her partner in
London and has four grown-up children.
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BATTER MY HEART
Sarah Bilston
In England's Dark Ages, the Abbey of Bury St.
Edmund's in Suffolk was the greatest basilica north of
Constantinople. At its heart lay the body of the slain
Saxon King, St. Edmund, together with a fabulous
treasure. The treasure appears regularly in the historical
record between the King’s death and The Crusades,
when its protection by the great Abbot Samson was
chronicled by an observant monk named Jocelin De
Brakelond.

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

Previous publishers:
Brazil (Record)
Germany (Rowohlt)
Italy (Piemme)
Netherlands (De Boekerij)
Spain (Salamandra)
Sweden (Nordstedt)
Previous titles:

Bed Rest
Sleepless Nights

After this, the treasure disappears from history. When
Oliver Cromwell's men arrived in 1538 to seize the
Abbey's wealth on behalf of Henry VIII, during the
Dissolution of the Monasteries, the shrine was empty.
The treasure, together with the body of the saint, was
gone. It has never been found...
In our own time, two young academics, Adrian and
Imogen, realize their college may have played a key part
in the treasure’s concealment. But they are not the only
ones hot on the trail in a time of national upheaval post
-Brexit. The Prime Minister himself has a stake in
returning Edmund to the national consciousness, and he
has set contacts in pursuit of the body – though not all
of them are following his orders.

Sarah Bilston is a Victorian literature scholar who grew
up in the UK, graduated from Oxford, and is now a
tenured professor at Trinity College in CT. In a
previous incarnation Sarah published two commercial
fiction novels, Bed Rest and Sleepless Nights. Since
then, she has focused her attention on becoming a
tenured professor and publishing within her field,
alongside raising three children.
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THE OTTOMAN SECRET
Raymond Khoury
‘Raymond Khoury has created an alternative history tale
that will blow your mind. A story strung along the
centuries that is thoroughly engrossing and one you will
long remember.’ David Baldacci
A sweeping thriller in the tradition of Man in the High
Castle, Fatherland and Underground Airlines
Paris, 2017. The Ottoman Empire stretches from the
deserts of Arabia to the English Channel, and the sultan
has ruled over Europe for 300 years.

Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
UK publisher: Michael Joseph
UK editor: Rowland White
UK publication: May 2019
US publisher: Tor / Forge,
Macmillan
US editor: Bess Crosby

US publication: October 2019

But these are dangerous times in the empire. Facing
threats from within its borders as well as from the distant
Christian Republic of America, the tyrannical regime is
cracking down hard. Asking too many questions can be a
highly risky endeavor. Which is what Special Investigator
Kamal Agha, a decorated agent of the sultan’s secret
police, is about to find out.
When a naked man covered in tattoos appears on the
banks of the Seine and murders a passerby, Kamal is
tasked with tracking him down. But the mysterious man’s
trail leads Kamal to a secret buried deep in the empire’s
past, a secret that goes to the very core of the empire’s
supremacy. A secret the sultan and his security services
will do anything to silence.

Page extend: 576
Rights sold:
French (Presses de la Cite)
Greek (Enalios)
Polish (Sonia Draga)
Previous publishers:
Czech Republic (BB Art)
Germany (Piper)

With the state's mysterious Z Directorate now on his
trail, Kamal, together with Nisreen—a bold human rights
lawyer, and his sister-in-law—is caught up in a deadly
race, one that stretches not only across the empire, but
across time itself.
A race that could radically change their world—its future,
its present, and even, its past…

Raymond Khoury was born in Beirut but moved to
New York when he was 14. He first trained as an
architect and then worked in investment, before
becoming a screenwriter and author.
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A SHADOW ON THE LENS
Sam Hurcom
A Shadow on the Lens is the debut novel by Sam
Hurcom, a gothic crime-thriller in the tradition of Sarah
Waters’ The Little Stranger and Susan Hill’s The
Woman in Black.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
Publisher: Orion
Editor: Emad Akhtar
Publication: September 2019
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

The Postmaster looked over my shoulder. As I turned
to look I saw a flicker of movement from across the
street. I felt unseen eyes peer at me.
He walked away without another word. I watched as
he climbed onto his bicycle and sped away down the
street. I turned back and looked over my shoulder.
Someone had been watching us.
1904. Thomas Bexley, one of the first forensic
photographers, is called to the sleepy and remote
Welsh village of Dinas Powys, several miles down the
coast from the thriving port of Cardiff. A young girl by
the name of Betsan Tilny has been found murdered in
the woodland – her body bound and badly burnt. But
the crime scene appears to have been staged, and
worse still: the villagers are reluctant to help.
As the strange case unfolds, Thomas senses a growing
presence watching him, and try as he may, the villagers
seem intent on keeping their secret. Then one night, in
the grip of a fever, he develops the photographic plates
he exposed at the crime scene in a makeshift darkroom
in the cellar of his lodgings. There, he finds a face dimly
visible in the photographs; a face hovering around the
body of the dead girl – the face of Betsan Tilny.
Sam Hurcom was born in Dinas Powys, South Wales in
1991 and holds an MA in Philosophy. He has had
several short stories published and has written and
illustrated a number of children’s books. Sam currently
lives in the village he was raised in, close to the
woodlands that have always inspired his writing. A
Shadow on the Lens is his debut novel, and he has
mapped out a possible follow-up featuring the
character of Thomas Bexley.
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YOU CAN GO HOME NOW
Michael Elias
When Queens Homicide Detective Nina Karim
investigates a series of cold case murders of men, she
discovers their wives all had the same alibi: they were in
Artemis, a battered women’s shelter. Nina poses as an
abused woman on the run from her husband and goes
undercover into Artemis. What she learns will change
her life.

Agent: Caroline Michel
US publisher: HarperCollins
US

US editor: Sara Nelson

But Nina has another secret of her own, a tragedy from
her childhood for which she is determined to get
revenge, at any cost…

You Can Go Home Now combines the moral questions
of right versus wrong with a thrilling, fast paced plot, and
a shattering and violent twist readers won’t see coming.

Publication: tbc
Rights sold:
French (Lattes)
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Michael Elias has worked in motion pictures, television
and stage as an actor, writer, producer, and director. At
Warner Bros he co-produced the award winning series
Head of the Class that ran for five seasons on ABC. Elias
wrote and directed the acclaimed jazz drama Lush Life
starring Forest Whitaker, Jeff Goldblum and Cathy Baker.
He has also produced screenplays including The Jerk,
The Frisco Kid, Serial, Envoyez les Violons, and Young
Doctors in Love. Michael is a member of Writer’s
Branch of The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, and serves on its Foreign Language
Committee. He is also a member of the WGA, the
DGA, and PEN.
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STASI 77
David Young
Praise for Stasi Child: ‘Subtle, intelligent and gripping in
equal measure, Stasi Child simply oozes authenticity,
vividly recreating the fear and suspicion that characterised
life in the East German police state. It's a remarkable
achievement and marks Young out as one of the best.’
Abir Mukherjee
A gripping and evocative crime thriller, moving between
the devastating closing weeks of the Second World War
and the Stasi-controlled 1970s, STASI 77 is David
Young's most compelling and powerful novel yet.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
Publisher: Bonnier
Editor: Sophie Orme
Publication: April 2019
Page extent: 384
Previous publishers:
Czech Republic (Jota)
Denmark (Phoenix)
France (Fleuve Noir)
Greece (Kedros)
Israel (Penn)
Italy (Baldini & Castoldi)
Japan (Hayakawa)
Poland (Marginesy)
Spain (HarperCollins Iberica)
Previous titles:

Stasi Child
Stasi Wolf
A Darker State

Karin Müller of the German Democratic Republic's
People's Police is called to a factory in the east of the
country. A man has been murdered - bound and trapped
as a fire burned nearby, slowly suffocating him. But who is
he? Why was he targeted? Could his murderer simply be
someone with a grudge against the factory's
nationalisation, as Müller's Stasi colleagues insist? Why too
is her deputy Werner Tilsner behaving so strangely?
As more victims surface, it becomes clear that there is a
cold-blooded killer out there taking their revenge. Soon
Müller begins to realise that in order to solve these
terrible crimes, she will need to delve into the region's
dark past. But are the Stasi really working with her on this
case? Or against her?
For those who really run this Republic have secrets they
would rather remain uncovered. And they will stop at
nothing to keep them that way . . .

David Young was born in Hull and educated in York
and Bristol. Before becoming a full-time author he was
a local news reporter and then an editor in the BBC
World TV and radio newsrooms. He is a graduate of
the City University MA Crime Writing course. His
debut novel, Stasi Child, a labyrinthine Cold War-era
thriller and the first in the Karin Müller series, won the
2016 CWA Endeavour Historical Dagger.
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OUT OF THE ASHES
Vicky Newham
Praise for Vicky Newham:
’Remarkable’ Paul Finch

‘Impressive’ Daily Mail

A terrible accident – or a fire set to kill?

Agent: Adam Gauntlett

Publisher: HQ
Editor: Lisa Milton
Publication: May 2019

When a flash mob on Brick Lane is interrupted by a
sudden explosion, DI Maya Rahman is called to the
scene. A fire is raging through one of the city’s most
infamous streets – and it’s soon clear that it was a
deliberate act of violence.

The discovery of two charred bodies in the burnt-out
shell of the building transforms an arson attack into a
murder case. And, with witnesses too caught up in the
crowd to have seen a thing, Maya is facing an
investigation without a single lead.

Page extent: 384
Previous titles:

Turn a Blind Eye

The possible motives are endless: money, vandalism,
revenge. And, when reports of a second and even more
horrifying crime land on Maya’s desk, she knows she
doesn’t have long to find answers – before all of East
London goes up in flames.

Vicky Newham grew up in West Sussex and taught
Psychology in East London for many years, before
moving to Whitstable in Kent. She studied for an MA in
Creative Writing at Kingston University, where she
graduated with distinction. Turn A Blind Eye was her
debut novel and the first title in the DI Maya Rahman
series.
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THE CLEANER
A John Milton novel
Mark Dawson
An Amazon Kindle All-Star Author with over a million
copies sold

“The literary sensation you’ve never heard of.” The

Telegraph
‘Nerve-shreddingly tense. Utterly addictive.’ International
bestselling author MJ Arlidge
TV rights for Mark Dawson’s The Isabella Rose / Beatrix
Rose series have been optioned by a major US studio

Publisher: Unputdownable /
Amazon

If you like Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Vince Flynn's Mitch
Rapp, and Robert Ludlum's Jason Bourne, you won't be
able to put down the compulsively addictive John Milton
series.

Publication: January 2014

MI6 created him. Now they want him dead.

Page extent: 354

John Milton is an assassin for the British government, but
he’s old and tired and wants to quit. Unfortunately, that’s
impossible. Milton knows too much. The only way out of
his job is in a box – there are no exceptions.

Agent: Annabel Merullo

International publishers:
Czech Republic (Alpress)
Germany (Piper)
Italy (Longanesi)
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

Milton goes on the run and meets a young mother who
needs his help. Her son has been tempted by a life with a
glamorous gang and the charismatic criminal who leads it.
Milton must get the boy out of trouble – before it’s too
late.
And when his old agency sends another agent after him,
the odds against him are stacked even higher.
Mark Dawson is the author of three bestselling series: The
John Milton series features a disgruntled assassin who aims
to help people make amends for the things that he has
done. The Beatrix Rose series features the fight for justice
of a wronged mother against the six names on her Kill List.
The Isabella Rose series features Beatrix’s daughter, trained
by her mother to follow in her footsteps and become a
world-class assassin.
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THE STING
Kimberley Chambers
The #1 Sunday Times bestseller
“If you enjoy tough, gritty crime novels, you will love this
book” Rachel Abbott
‘A great read from one of our favourite crime writers’

Closer
TWO CHILDHOOD FRIENDS

Agent: Tim Bates

Best friends Tommy Boyle and Scratch always had each
other’s backs. Dragged up in care, and cruelly betrayed by
everyone they trusted, they made a pact to fight their way
out of the gutter – together.

Publisher: HarperCollins

TWO SIDES OF THE LAW

Editor: Kimberley Young

Old loyalties die hard on the streets of London. Tommy
throws his lot in with the notorious Darling family – even if it
means leaving Scratch to the wolves. She’s destined for a
different path, reinventing herself as copper Kim Regan.

Publication: August 2018
Page extent: 529
Other titles include:

Billie Jo
Born Evil
The Betrayer
The Freud
The Traitor
The Victim
The Schemer
The Trap
Payback
The Wronged
Tainted Love
Backstabber
Life of Crime

ONE DEADLY SHOWDOWN
Now they’re on opposite sides of the law. Running
Operation Sting, Kim will rip the heart out of the Darling’s
empire – and only her old pal Tommy stands in her way.
As gritty and dangerous as the London streets in which it’s
set, this is No.1 bestseller Kimberley Chambers at her best.
Get ready for a shocking read with a STING in the tail . . .

Kimberley Chambers is The Sunday Times No.1
bestselling author of twelve novels, including the hugely
successful ‘Butlers Series’ and ‘The Mitchell/O’Hara
Saga’. Kimberley had not written a word until the age of
thirty-eight when she decided to change her life and
write her first novel, Billie Jo. She’d previously worked as
a market trader on East-End markets, a pub DJ and a
mini-cab driver.
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SIEGE
Geraint Jones
'Brutal, audacious, and fast-paced' Anthony Riches
'Every page is drenched with the soldier's experience'
Giles Kristian
Former soldier Geraint Jones delivers a visceral
historical fiction epic that captures the essence of the
men fighting for the blood-stained legions on the fringes
of the Roman Empire.

Agent: On behalf of Rowan
Lawton, YM&U

Publisher: Michael Joseph
Editor: Rowland White
Publication: November 2018
Page extend: 416
Rights sold:
Polish (Rebis)
Previous publishers:
Germany (Heyne)
Italy (Newton Compton)

The Roman Empire is built on the efficient brutality of
its soldiers, all ready to fight and die for her. Most of
them live together as brothers, but a German force is
slowly working its way through their ranks.
After losing most of his comrades-in-arms to a
devastating onslaught, Legionary Felix and the other
unlucky survivors are taken as slaves - they can do
nothing to stop the treacherous Arminius's united
German tribes from felling legion after legion. Steadily
the force slaughter outposts, none saw the attacks
coming and with each day they move towards Rome.
Only when a lone fort, Aliso, manages to keep the
bloodbath at bay do Felix and his comrades flee, ready
to join their fellow soldiers in the fight and protect the
Empire from an army capable of tearing it apart.

Previous titles:

Blood Forest

Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Geraint Jones wrote the hugely successful war memoir
No Way Out with Major Adam Jowett and has
ghostwritten for James Patterson. Jones has been
deployed on three tours of duty to Iraq and
Afghanistan. For his actions in Iraq, Geraint earned the
General Officer Commanding's Award for Gallantry.
His own memoir, Brothers in Arms, will be published in
May 2019 by Macmillan.
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THE OTTOMAN SECRET
Raymond Khoury
‘Raymond Khoury has created an alternative history tale
that will blow your mind. A story strung along the
centuries that is thoroughly engrossing and one you will
long remember.’ David Baldacci
A sweeping thriller in the tradition of Man in the High
Castle, Fatherland and Underground Airlines
Paris, 2017. The Ottoman Empire stretches from the
deserts of Arabia to the English Channel, and the sultan
has ruled over Europe for 300 years.
Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
UK publisher: Penguin Random
House
UK editor: Rowland White
UK publication: May 2019
US publisher: Tor / Forge,
Macmillan
US editor: Bess Crosby
US publication: October 2019
Page extend: 576

But these are dangerous times in the empire. Facing
threats from within its borders as well as from the distant
Christian Republic of America, the tyrannical regime is
cracking down hard. Asking too many questions can be a
highly risky endeavor. Which is what Special Investigator
Kamal Agha, a decorated agent of the sultan’s secret
police, is about to find out.
When a naked man covered in tattoos appears on the
banks of the Seine and murders a passerby, Kamal is
tasked with tracking him down. But the mysterious man’s
trail leads Kamal to a secret buried deep in the empire’s
past, a secret that goes to the very core of the empire’s
supremacy. A secret the sultan and his security services
will do anything to silence.

Rights sold:
French (Presses de la Cite)
Greek (Enalios)
Polish (Sonia Draga)

With the state's mysterious Z Directorate now on his
trail, Kamal, together with Nisreen—a bold human rights
lawyer, and his sister-in-law—is caught up in a deadly
race, one that stretches not only across the empire, but
across time itself.

Previous publishers:
Czech Republic (BB Art)
Germany (Piper)

A race that could radically change their world—its future,
its present, and even, its past…

Raymond Khoury was born in Beirut but moved to
New York when he was 14. He first trained as an
architect and then worked in investment, before
becoming a screenwriter and author.
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THIS GREEN AND PLEASANT LAND
Ayisha Malik
'This is Malik's best work to date - satirical, controversial,
knowing and essential' Vaseem Khan
'A deeply relevant book that is bound to ruffle a fair few
feathers, but the right feathers, and for the right reasons'
Caroline O'Donoghue
'Thoughtful, funny, excellently written and deserves to be
read by everyone... it's the standout book of the year'
Abir Mukherjee

Agent: Nelle Andrew

Publisher: Bonnier Zaffre
Editor: Eleanor Dryden
Publication: June 2019
Page extend: 464
Rights sold:
Hebrew (Sendik Books)

For years Bilal Hasham and his wife Mariam have lived
contented, quiet lives in the sleepy rural village of
Babbel's End. Now all that is about to change.
On her deathbed, Bilal's mother reaches for his hand.
Instead of whispering her final prayers, she gives him a
task: build a mosque in his country village.
Mariam is horrified by Bilal's plan. His friends and
neighbours are unnerved. As outrage sweeps Babbel's
End, battle lines are drawn. His mother's dying wish
reveals deeper divisions in their village than Bilal had
ever imagined.

Previous titles:

The Other Half of Happiness
Sofia Khan is not Obliged

Soon Bilal is forced to choose between community and
identity, between faith and friendship, between
honouring his beloved mother's last wish and
preserving what is held dear in the place that he calls
home.

Ayisha Malik is a British Muslim born and raised in South
London. She holds a First Class MA in Creative Writing.
Her previous novels Sofia Khan is not Obliged and The
Other Half of Happiness, starring 'the Muslim Bridget
Jones', were met with critical acclaim. She has also
contributed to the anthology A Change is Going to Come
which featured short stories and poems by BAME authors.
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THE SWAP
Fiona Mitchell
‘Minutely observed; packed with weighty emotional
punches. I loved The Swap.’ Alice Clark-Platts, author
of The Flower Girls

'Wow what an incredible follow up. The Swap is a
gripping, heartbreaking and original story which asks
some important questions about motherhood and
keeps you guessing to the very end, absolutely loved it.'
Clare Empson, author of HIM

Agent: On behalf of Rowan
Lawton, YM&U
Publisher: Hodder
Editor: Emma Herdman
Publication: April 2019
Previous publishers:
Denmark (Rosinante)
Italy (Mondadori)
Norway (Gyldendal)
Poland (Literackie)
Spain (PRH)
Previous titles:

The Maid’s Room

‘Just finished the brilliant The Swap by Fiona
Mitchell and my heart aches. It explores the gutwrenching dilemma of two women following an IVF
mix-up. A gripping tale written with great sensitivity and
humour, even in its darkest moments. Book club gold.’
Francesca Jakobi, author of Bitter
When two strangers, Tess and Annie, undergo IVF at
an American clinic, their embryos are mixed up and
each woman gives birth to the wrong child.
The women only discover the devastating error three
years later. Tess wants to swap the children back; Annie
doesn't. As the pair wrangle, neither of them expect
what unfolds.
Two women. Two children. One thought-provoking
novel.

Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Fiona Mitchell writes book-group fiction – novels that
centre on gritty dilemmas, with lots of points for sparky
discussion. Her first novel, The Maid's Room, published
by Hodder & Stoughton, focuses on modern-day
servitude in Singapore. A former journalist, Fiona also
writes short stories for which she has won various
awards.
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THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET
Lesley Pearse
The #1 Sunday Times bestseller
The 10-million-copy, #1 bestselling author is back with
another beautifully-written, compelling and page-turning
epic.
‘A gripping novel . . . will have you up all night guessing
what happens next.’ My Weekly

Praise for Lesley Pearse: 'A narrative that gallops along,
this is quintessential Pearse that will delight her army of
readers' The Daily Mail
Agent: Tim Bates

Publisher: Michael Joseph
Editor: Louise Moore
Publication: September 2018
Page extent: 400
Rights sold:
German (Luebbe)
Korean (Tornado)
Portuguese (ASA)

Previous publishers:
Brazil (Sextante)
Bulgaria (Hermes)
Czech Republic (Moba)
Denmark (Borgen)
France (Editions Leduc.s)
Greece (Minoas)
Hungary (Gabo)
Israel (Ivrit)
Italy (Mondadori)
Latvia (Zvaigzne)
Netherlands (Meulenhoff
Boekerij, Van Buuren)
Norway (Cappelen Damm)
Poland (Vizja Press)
Russia (Family Leisure Club)
Serbia (Laguna)
Spain (Circulo de Lectores)
Turkey (Epsilon)

Twenty-three year old Katy Speed is fascinated by the
house across the street. The woman who lives there,
Gloria, is the most glamorous neighbour on the avenue,
owning a fashionable dress shop in Bexhill-on-Sea. But
who is the woman who arrives in the black car most
Saturdays while Gloria is at work? Sometimes she
brings women to the house, other times they have
children.
Hilda, Katy's mother, disapproves of Gloria. She
wonders if these mysterious visitors have just been
released from prison. Is Gloria secretly bringing
criminals, or worse, into the heart of the community?
Then one night, the house burns down. In the
wreckage, the bodies of Gloria and her daughter are
found. Katy is sure the unexplained visitors must be
responsible until her father is arrested and charged with
murder. Have the police arrested the correct person?
Are the rest of the street safe? Can Katy find the truth
before it's too late?

Lesley Pearse is renowned for her storytelling and for
creating characters that are impossible to forget. Many
of her recent books, including Gypsy, Faith and Hope,
have been #1 bestsellers and her books have been
translated into 20 languages.
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THE GIRL IN THE CORNER
Amanda Prowse
From bestselling author Amanda Prowse comes the
poignant tale of a woman who has always been there
for her family. But will they be there for her?
Rae-Valentine and Howard were childhood
sweethearts. They’ve shared twenty-five peaceful years
since they were brought together by Dolly, Howard’s
larger-than-life sister. But now, on the night of their
wedding anniversary, Howard reveals a shocking
betrayal that leaves Rae reeling.
Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Lake Union/Amazon

Editor: Sammia Hamer
Publication: December 2018
Page extent: 320
Previous publishers:
Czech (Host, Dobrovsky)
Denmark (Gyldendal)
France (Bragelonne)
Germany (Piper, Weltbild)
Italy (Newton Compton)
Hungary (General Press)
Macedonia (Heart Books)
Norway (Aschehoug)
Poland (Illuminatio, Wielka Litera)
Russia (Eksmo)
Sweden (Printz Publishing)
Turkey (Epsilon, Pena)
UK (Head of Zeus)
Other titles include:

The Coordinates of Loss
The Art of Hiding
The Idea of You
The Food of Love
What Have I Done?
Poppy Day
Clover’s Child
My Husband’s Wife
Another Love
Will You Remember Me?

Heartbroken, she takes Dolly on her would-be
anniversary trip to Antigua and the two women drink
and dance and talk like they haven’t in years. But in the
break from real life, Rae realises her choices have
always been made for her, and suddenly she’s
questioning not only her fragile marriage but also her
one-sided friendships. Is she really the pushover
everyone else sees?
When Howard comes looking for reconciliation, Rae
has a choice to make: keep the peace, as she always
has, or put herself first for once and find out who she
really is.

Amanda Prowse is the author of several bestselling
novels including: Poppy Day, What Have I Done?,
Perfect Daughter and My Husband’s Wife. What Have I
Done? was voted a “Best Book of 2013” by Amazon
Kindle and Amanda was also the resident author at
ITV’s “This Morning” that year. The Daily Mail has
described Amanda as the “queen of domestic drama.”
She is a regular contributor on TV and radio, but her
first love is and will always be writing.
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TEARS OF THE DRAGON
Jean Moran
A rich and erotically charged romantic saga, set in
Kowloon and Shanghai, from the fall of Hong Kong in
1941 to the defeat of Japan in 1945. A sweeping, exotic
historical saga for fans of Dinah Jefferies.
One sultry evening in Kowloon, Dr Rowena Rossiter
and Sister Alice Huntley are off-duty and in search of
fun – little knowing that their world is on the brink of
collapse.

Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Head of Zeus
Editor: Rosie de Courcy
Publication: July 2019
Page extent: 480

That night, Rowena will meet two men who will fight
for her
heart
for the
next
four
years. Connor O'Connor, the rebellious Irish soldier,
who will woo and then lose her, and Kim Pheloung.
Immensely rich and the most beautiful man Rowena has
ever seen, he is also the most ruthless, with a sinister
need to possess and control.
When the Japanese invasion leaves this previously
strong and independent woman raped and
broken, who will succeed in claiming Rowena's body
and soul?

Jean Moran was a columnist and editor before writing
full-time. She has since published over fifty novels. Jean
was born and brought up Bristol. Her mother, who had
endured both the depression and war years, was a
natural born storyteller, and it's from her telling of
actual experiences of the tumultuous first half of the
twentieth century that Jean gets her inspiration. She
now lives in Bath.
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HOUSE IN THE HILLS
Erica Brown
A compelling family saga of loss and love, perfect for
fans of Sharon Maas and Dinah Jefferies

A young girl's loss will shape her future… and her
dreams.
When Catherine Rodriguez's father marries and her
mother commits suicide, she is sent to live with her
aunt above the rich vineyards of the Douro valley in
Portugal.
Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Canelo
Editor: Louise Cullen

Years later, when Catherine's ruthless father, Walter
Shellard, reappears, he presumes she's malleable. But
Catherine has never forgotten her mother, and never
forgiven him for marrying someone else. One day she
will have her revenge…

Publication: March 2019
Previous publishers:

Italian (Newton Compton)

Erica Brown is an alternative name of best selling author
Lizzie Lane. The books she writes under this name are
of the exotic saga variety, differing from the Lizzie Lane
WW2 books she writes or the Honey Driver cosy
crime series written as Jean G Goodhind.
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A POSTCARD FROM ITALY
Alex Brown
Praise for Alex Brown:
‘Very lovely’ Jill Mansell

‘A really lovely read' Sarah Morgan
‘Gorgeous…’ Milly Johnson

Agent: Tim Bates

Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Kate Bradley
Publication: July 2019
Page extent: 400

Grace Quinn loves her job at Cohen’s Convenient
Storage Company, finding occasional treasure in the
forgotten units that customers have abandoned. Her
inquisitive nature is piqued when a valuable art
collection and a bundle of letters and diaries are found
that date back to the 1930’s.
Delving deeper, Grace uncovers the story of a young
English woman, Connie Levine, who follows her heart
to Italy at the end of the Second World war. The
contents also offer up the hope of a new beginning for
Grace, battling a broken heart and caring for her
controlling mother.
Embarking on her own voyage of discovery, Grace’s
search takes her to a powder pink villa on the cliff tops
overlooking the Italian Riviera, but will she unravel the
family secrets and betrayals that Connie tried so hard to
overcome, and find love.

Alex Brown is the bestselling author of five books and
launched her career with the hugely popular
Carrington’s series set in a seaside town department
store. Alex began her writing career as a weekly
columnist for The London Paper. When she isn’t
writing Alex enjoys knitting, and is passionate about
supporting charities working with care leavers, adoption
and vulnerable young people. Alex lives in a rural village
in Sussex, with her husband, daughter and a very shiny
black Labrador.
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WORDY
Simon Schama
‘Wordy is about the intoxication of writing; my sense of
playful versatility; different voices for different matters: the
polemical voice for political columns; the sharp-eyed
descriptive take for profiles; poetic precision in grappling with
the hard task of translating art into words; lyrical recall for
memory pieces. And informing everything a rich sense of the
human comedy and the ways it plays through historical time.
It's also a reflection on writers who have been shamelessly
gloried in verbal abundance; the performing tumble of
language - those who have especially inspired me - Dickens
and Melville; Joyce and Marquez.’ Simon Schama

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Editor: Iain MacGregor
Publication: June 2019
Page extent: 400
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

Sir Simon Schama has been at the forefront of the
arts, political commentary, social analysis and historical
study for over forty years. As a teacher of Art History and an
award-winning television presenter of iconic history-based
programming, Simon is equally a prolific bestselling writer
and award-winning columnist for many of the world’s
foremost publishers, broadsheet newspapers, periodicals and
magazines.
His commissioned subjects over the years have been
numerous and wide ranging – from the music of Tom Waits,
to the works of Sir Quentin Blake; the history of the colour
blue, to discussing what skills an actor needs to create a
unique performance of Falstaff. Schama’s tastes are wideranging as they are eloquent, incisive, witty and thought
provoking and have entertained and educated the readers of
some of the world’s most respected publications -

the Times, the Guardian, the New Yorker, Harper’s
Bazaar and Rolling Stone magazine.
Wordy is a celebration of one of the world’s foremost

writers. This collection of fifty essays chosen by the man
himself stretches across four decades and is a treasure trove
for all those who have a passion for the arts, politics, food
and life.
Sir Simon Schama CBE is University Professor of Art History
and History at Columbia University, a Fellow of the British
Academy and the Royal Society of Literature. He is the
author of eighteen books which have been translated into
16 languages.
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THE CITY
A Pilot’s Journey Across the Urban World
Mark Vanhoenacker
From The Sunday Times bestselling author of Skyfaring
Praise for Skyfaring: ‘A description of what it’s like to fly by a
commercial pilot who is also a master prose stylist… This is
a man who is at once a technical expert and a poet of the
skies. This couldn’t be more highly recommended’ Alain de
Botton

Since I was a kid, I’ve had the habit of dreaming about a city
that doesn’t exist…
Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Chatto & Windus
UK editor: Clara Farmer
US publisher: Knopf
US editor: Dan Frank
Publication: tbc
Other titles include:

Skyfaring
How To Land a Plane
Previous Publishers:
Estonia (Postimees)
China (Ginko)
Finalnd (Teos)
Germany (Hanser)
Italy (Mondadori)
Japan (Hayakawa)
Korea (Book Planet)
Netherlands (De
Arbeiderspers/ Singel)
Spain (Captain Swing)
Russia (Sinbad)
Taiwan (Faces)
Turkey (Domingo)
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

Mark Vanhoenacker’s fascination with cities grew along with
his hopes of becoming a pilot. What is the city? What’s
being said or sung or joked about at this very moment on a
radio station there, what ruins of it will be unearthed or
unknowingly tarmacked over tomorrow, what plane is
climbing steadily away from it in the last light of the day?
What is left of the city’s walls? In which months do the boats
or the harvest arrive in from the sea or the countryside, how
exactly, on winter nights, does the snow sail through the
high cables and fly across the beams of headlights of the cars
crawling over the thick dark deck of the city’s longest bridge?
For most of his life, Mark has turned to the city he’s
dreamed of to ask or answer these questions. Mark’s job
takes him to many real cities, which fascinate him endlessly.
One of the ways he processes this fascination is by idly
retelling the story of a real city in terms of the imagined one.
In The City, Mark shows the reader how a city, real or
imagained can be a childhood escape from uncomfortable
realities, a kind of urban simulation game as an adult, a vast
mental dance floor on which to play your favourite music, an
effective aid to sleep, or a pre-filled form for articulating
hopes for a slightly improved or heightened urbanity.
Mark Vanhoenacker is a Senior First Officer for British
Airways, flying Boeing 747s to major cities around the
world. Skyfaring (Chatto), his first book about airline flying,
was a huge international bestseller and was translated into 12
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THE HABSBURG EMPIRE
Martyn Rady
The Habsburgs were the first truly global family – a
dynasty that ruled Europe for over 500 years, and
whose reach extended beyond the continent to China,
the Philippines and the New World.
The great moments and events of European history are
indissolubly bound up with their name – from the
confrontation with Luther that set the Reformation in
motion to the victory at Blenheim over Louis XIV, to
the vanquishing of Napoleon and, onwards, to the fatal
decision taken in 1914 to embark on a European war.
Agent: Adam Gauntlett
UK publisher: Allen Lane
UK editor: Simon Winder
US publisher: Basic Books
US editor: Brian Distelberg

In this exciting new history, Prof Martyn Rady brings to
life the pantheon of Habsburg rulers – adventurers,
wizards, lunatics, and at least one monarch who was so
physically disfigured that his true portrait could never be
exhibited – and examines the personal and political
drama that led to, and preserved, the existence of
Europe’s premier dynasty.

Publication: Spring 2020
Rights sold:
Chinese, Simplified (Shanghai
Dook Publishing)
Dutch (Het Spectrum)
Portuguese, Brazil (Companhia
das Letras)
Spanish (Debate)
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

Prof Martyn Rady is Masaryk Professor of Central
European History at UCL. Martyn is one of the world’s
foremost experts on Central Europe and the Habsburg
Empire, and has written extensively on Romanian,
German, Austrian, Croatian and British History. A Very
Short Introduction to The Habsburg Empire was
published in March 2017 by OUP. The Habsburgs will
be his first full-length narrative history book for the
trade.
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THE LAST ASSASSIN
The Hunt for the Killers of Julius Caesar
Peter Stothard
‘An implacable dictator cannot rest happy until each of
his father’s many killers is dead. A gripping history for
today of how the assassins of Julius Caesar fell one-byone, with ever fewer places to hide, before the
vengeance of a would-be emperor. Peter Stothard is a
master of modern writing about ancient Rome.’ Mary
Beard, author of SPQR
Cassius of Parma, poet and sailor, was the last assassin
of Julius Caesar to be killed in the fourteen years of
terror that followed the Ides of March.
Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Orion
Editor: Alan Samson
Publication: 2020

The final years of the Roman Republic are usually
recounted from the top, through the eyes and ideals of
the big winners and losers, Brutus, Mark Antony, the
Emperor Augustus. The Last Assassin will tell a different
story, how the lesser men lived with the greater, how
Caesar’s many killers were hunted down by his wouldbe successors, how, after an initial amnesty, they were
executed, tortured and killed.
This is a story of ordinary men’s motives at an
extraordinary time, of ambitions, dreams, ideas, dizzying
transformation in politics and desperate fear.
Sir Peter Stothard is a British author, journalist and critic.
He was editor of The Times and later the editor of The
Times Literary Supplement, the only journalist to have
held both roles. In 2010 his first book of memoir On
the Spartacus Road combined an account of
the Spartacus uprising with elements of autobiography.
His second, Alexandria, The Last Nights of
Cleopatra, extended the same form, including accounts
of newspaper life alongside the story of his engagement
with Greece, Rome and Egypt. Alexandria won the
2013 Criticos Prize for literature on themes from
ancient or modern Greece. The Senecans: Four men
and Margaret Thatcher, his memoir of the 1980s and
90s, was published in September 2016.
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LIFE, LIBERTY & THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
Making the Enlightenment Dream
Peter Moore
From The Sunday Times bestselling author
‘Endeavour is an absolute joy from start to finish, and surely my
history book of the year.’ The Sunday Times

Agent: Annabel Merullo
Publisher: Chatto & Windus
Editor: Becky Hardie
Publication: 2021
Previous publishers:
China (Guangxi Normal
University Press, Beijing Zito
Books)
Germany (Mare Verlag)
Italy (Nutrimenti)
Taiwan (OWL Publishing)
US (FSG)
Previous titles:

Endeavour
The Weather Experiment
Damn His Blood
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

“Life, liberty and the pursuit of Happiness” is an instantlyrecognisable line for almost every US American. It is the most
famous sentence from the 1776 Declaration of Independence, one
of the most significant documents in all human history. For almost a
quarter of a millennium the words have stood as shorthand for the
American Dream. They have been quoted by presidents from
Abraham Lincoln to Barack Obama to evoke a set of simple yet
compelling ideals – ideals that have both set their nation apart and
influenced societies all around the world.

But where did these seven words come from? The simple answer
is that they were written by the Virginian lawyer Thomas Jefferson
in Philadelphia during the fraught summer of 1776. But the real
answer is more complex than that. Jefferson was drawing upon the
ideas of the European Enlightenment who, in turn, found their
inspiration in the ideals of ancient Rome and Greece. Jefferson’s
simple line actually had a rich intellectual heritage that stretched
back two thousand years in questions such as: “How to live a good
life?”, “What is liberty?”, “How to be happy?
Set in the generation before the Declaration of Independence in
1776, Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness, traces the
fascinating origins of America’s famous trio of ideals. Featuring a
cast of characters from Samuel Johnson, John Wilkes and Catharine
Macaulay, to Thomas Paine, Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Mercy Otis
Warren, it is both a book of ideas and a thrilling adventure
narrative. It will remind us, at this time of existential crisis in
America, where that country came from in the first place. As the
distinguished historian Henry Commager memorably wrote:
“Europe dreamed the Enlightenment dream, and America made
that dream happen.”

Peter Moore is a writer, historian and critic. Peter was
educated at Durham University and City, University of
London. He now teaches on the Mst. in Creative Writing at
Oxford University. He has been a Winston Churchill Fellow, a
Gladstone’s Library Writer in Residence and he now hosts a
podcast for History Today magazine called Travels Through

Time.
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WALTER GROPIUS
Visionary Founder of the Bauhaus
Fiona MacCarthy
‘This is an absolute triumph - ideas, lives and the dramas of
the twentieth century are woven together in a feat of
storytelling. A masterpiece.’ Edmund de Waal

Agent: Fiona Petheram

UK publisher: Faber
UK editor: Laura Hassan
US publisher: Harvard
University Press
US editor: Sharmila Sen
Publication: March 2019
Rights sold:
Spanish (Turner Books)
Other titles include:

Byron
Eric Gill
Stanley Spencer
A History of British Design:
1830-1970
All Things Bright and Beautiful
William Morris
Last Curtsey
The Last Pre-Raphaelite
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

‘Saint or sinner? Visionary or myopic? In the century since the
Bauhaus opened, its founder Walter Gropius has been
lionised and demonised. Did Gropius inspire the world's
most influential and humane art school, or was he the evil
genius of miserable industrial culture ? Fiona MacCarthy is
Britain's first and best writer on design. She rescues Gropius'
reputation in a book full of learning, insight, dry wit and belief.
Just like the man himself.’ Stephen Bayley
Bauhaus was more than an art school – it was the birth of a
new way of thinking…
In this majestic biography of its charismatic founder, Fiona
MacCarthy argues that Walter Gropius’s visionary ideas still
influence the way we live today. Walter Gropius: Visionary
Founder of the Bauhaus traces the story of this groundbreaking architect: his shattering experiences in World War I,
his turbulent relationship with Alma Mahler, his concept of
the Bauhaus as a gathering of talents that included Kandinsky,
Klee and Moholy-Nagy, and his agonized decision to leave
Nazi Germany in 1933 for a new life first in England, then in
America.
This modern reassessment of Gropius’ life is biography at its
finest and most vivid. The centenary of the Bauhaus will be
celebrated in 2019 and there could not be a better time for
this glorious biography of its founder.

A well-known broadcaster and critic, Fiona MacCarthy
established herself as one of the leading writers of biography in Britain with her widely acclaimed book Eric Gill
(1989). Fiona is a Senior Fellow of the Royal College of
Art, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature and an
Hon. Fellow of Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford. She was
awarded the OBE for services to literature in 2009.
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PASSIONATE SPIRIT
The Life of Alma Mahler
Cate Haste
The life of an extraordinary artist and intellect: the
composer, author and socialite Alma Mahler, whose life
spanned one of the most captivating and dramatic periods
in history.

Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Bloomsbury
UK editor: Michael Fiswick
UK publication: June 2019
US publisher: Basic Books
US editor: Claire Potter
US publication: September
2019
Page extent: 480

Born into the dying days of the Habsburg Empire, Alma
Mahler was at the epicentre of fin de siècle Vienna's
artistic and intellectual life. A talented composer in her
own right, she was open, generous, remarkably creative,
curious, challenging and zealous in her pursuit of love.
Artists, architects, musicians and writers jostled to join her
coterie. Gustav Mahler was her first husband; Gustav Klimt
her first kiss.

The great men who were drawn into Alma's wake would
be indelibly touched by her power and brilliance: from her
second husband Walter Gropius, founder of the Bauhaus
and modernist architecture, to the Expressionist painter
Oskar Kokoschka and her last husband, writer Franz
Werfel. But her life was inflected by tragedy, and the love,
support and inspiration that Alma gave to the men she
loved came at the heavy price of her own artistic
fulfilment. As the turmoil of her century uprooted her
from her homeland and she fled Austria first for occupied
France and then America, it would be her love of music
alone that sustained her through a series of great losses.
Drawing extensively on hitherto unpublished diaries and
letters, Cate Haste illuminates the passionate spirit of one
of history's most complex and charismatic muses, a
modern woman with an elemental vitality that could
scarcely be contained by her century - who will live
forever in the art she created and inspired.

Cate Haste is a biographer, author and documentary
film maker. Previous books include Craigie Aitchison,
Nazi Women, Clarissa Eden and, with Cherie Blair, The
Goldfish Bowl. She has directed documentary films for
major TV networks on political and historical subjects
including Cold War, End of Empire, The Churchills.
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THE VICTORIANS
Twelve Titans Who Forged Britain
Jacob Rees-Mogg
They built a nation. Now it's our turn.
Many associate the Victorian era with austere social
attitudes and filthy factories. But in this bold and
provocative book, Jacob Rees-Mogg, takes up the story
of twelve landmark figures to paint a very different
picture of the age - one of bright ambition, bold selfbelief and determined industriousness.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett

Publisher: WH Allen / Ebury
Editor: Jamie Joseph
Publication: May 2019
Page extent: 384

Whether through Peel's commitment to building free
trade, Palmerston's deft diplomacy in international
affairs, or Pugin's uplifting architectural feats, the
Victorians transformed the nation and established
Britain as a preeminent global force.
Now 200 years since the birth of Queen Victoria, it is
essential that Britain remember the spirit, drive and
values of the Victorians who forged modern Britain, as
they consider their future as a nation.

Jacob Rees-Mogg is the Conservative MP for the
constituency of North East Somerset. Jacob sits on the
Brexit Select Committee and the European Scrutiny
Committee. After Eton, Jacob read History at Trinity
College Oxford, before moving into finance. He cofounded Somerset Capital Management, which
specialises in investment management for pension funds
and charitable organisations.
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SHE-MERCHANTS,
GENTLEWOMAN

BUCCANEERS,

AND

The Lives and Times of British Women in India, 1600-1900

Katie Hickman
‘Sharply observed, snappily written and thoroughly researched,
She Merchants provides a fabulous panorama of a largely ignored
area of social history. Katie Hickman successfully challenges the
stereotype of the snobbish, matron-like memsahib by deploying a
riveting gallery of powerful and often eccentric women ranging
from stowaways and runaways through courtesans and society
beauties to Generals' feisty wives and Viceroys' waspish sisters. It
is full of surprises and new material and completely engaging from
beginning to end.’ William Dalrymple

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Little, Brown
Editor: Lennie Goodings
Publication: May 2019
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Record)
Bulgaria (Kragozor)
Croatia (Naklada Ljevak)
Denmark (Punktum)
Germany (Ullstein)
Greece (Oceanida)
Israel (Keter)
Italy (Garzanti)
Netherlands (Luitingh-Sijthoff)
Norway (Aschehoug)
Poland (Swiat Ksiazki)
Portugal (Estampa)
Romania (Polirom)
Russia (Exmo)
Serbia (Laguna)
Spain (El Anden)
Turkey (Hitkitap, Artemis)
US (Bloomsbury)

Other titles include:

The Aviary Gate
The Pindar Diamond
Daughters of Britannia
Courtesans
Travels with a Circus

In the very early 17th century women made their way to India for
exactly the same reasons men did - to carve out a better life for
themselves. India was a place where the slates of 'blotted
pedigrees' were wiped clean; bankrupts given a chance to make
good; a taste for adventure satisfied. They went and worked as
milliners, bakers, dress-makers, actresses, portrait painters, maids,
shop-keepers, governesses, teachers, boarding house proprietors,
midwives, nurses, missionaries, doctors, geologists, plantcollectors, writers, travellers, and - most surprising of all - traders.
As wives, courtesans and she-merchants, these tough adventuring
women were every bit as intrepid as their men, the buccaneering
sea captains and traders in whose wake they followed; their
voyages to India were extraordinarily daring leaps into the
unknown.
The history of the British in India has cast a long shadow over
these women; Memsahibs, once a word of respect, is now more
likely to be a byword for snobbery and even racism. And it is true:
prejudice of every kind did cloud many aspects of British
involvement in India. But that was not invariably the case.
In this landmark book, celebrated chronicler, Katie Hickman,
uncovers stories from the first British women to set foot in India.
For some it was painful exile, but for many it was exhilarating.
Through diaries, letters and memoirs, she reveals the
extraordinary life and times of hundreds of women who made
their way across the sea and changed history.

Katie Hickman was born into a diplomatic family and grew up
in Spain, Ireland, Singapore and South America. She read
English at Oxford, after which she started to travel and to
write. She is the author of eight books, nonfiction as well as
fiction. She lives in London with her two children.
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UNTITLED
The Real Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor
Anna Pasternak
Who was the real Wallis: an opportunistic American social
climber, a master manipulator or the true love of Edward’s
life? Amid the cacophony of condemnation her story has
become obfuscated. Untitled is an intimate biography of
one of the most misunderstood women in British royal
history.
His charisma and glamour ensured him the status of a rock
star prince. Yet Edward gave up the British throne, the
British Empire and his position as Emperor of India, to
marry his true love, American divorcee Wallis Simpson.
Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss, YM&U
UK publisher: William Collins
UK editor: Arabella Pike
US publisher: Touchstone/S&S
US editor: Trish Todd
Publication: March 2019
Page extent: 368
Previous publishers:
Czech Republic (Jota)
Estonia (Aripaev)
Germany (btb)
Hungary (Noran Libro)
Lithuania (Jotem)
Netherlands (Nieuw
Amsterdam)
Russian (Eksmo)

So much gossip has been levelled at Wallis Simpson that it
has become nearly impossible to discern the real woman.
Many have wondered why, when Edward could have had
anyone he desired, he was smitten with this unusual
American woman. As her friend Herman Rogers said to
her in 1936 when news of her affair with Edward broke:
‘Much of what is being said concerns a woman who does
not exist and never did exist.’
Anna Pasternak’s new book is the first ever to give Wallis
a chance and a voice to show that she was a warm, loyal,
intelligent woman adored by her friends, who was written
off by cunning, influential Establishment men seeking to
diminish her and destroy her reputation. As the author
argues, far from being the villain of the abdication, she was
the victim.
Using testimony from their inner circle of friends, Anna
Pasternak presents a very different Wallis Simpson. With
empathy, intimacy and thorough research, this book will
make readers view her story as it has never been told
before.

Anna Pasternak is a writer and member of the Pasternak
family: her great-uncle was Boris the Nobel prize winning
novelist. Anna was educated at Christ Church College,
Oxford and is the author of a number of books, most recently Lara.
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APOCALYPSE DEFERRED
How a Small Group of Men and Women Pulled
America Back from the Nuclear Brink
James Rogers

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
On submission

Herman Kahn was not trained in cutting-edge military
strategy; he was a failed estate agent from New Jersey.
In fact, none of the people at the RAND Corporation,
a national security think tank located on the shores of
Santa Monica, were particularly suited to the task at
hand. Yet, collectively, this small, eccentric group of
men and women would do something spectacular; they
would abandon their professions, choosing instead to
work on the biggest challenge of their time: preventing
nuclear war. In taking on the might of the U.S. military
and the bellicose Curtis LeMay, they would contest the
extremes of American nuclear strategy, arguing for
restraint and control during the hottest days of the
Cold War.
In this book, James Rogers digs through the archives
and interviews those who were there to tell their
remarkable story. Today, when President Trump,
Vladimir Putin, and Kim Jong-un talk of nuclear war as if
it were a game, this book provides us with the
pertinent reminder that we should look for the rational
voices among the political clamour. These voices can
truly change the world.

James Rogers is Assistant Professor in War Studies at
SDU and Visiting Research Fellow at Yale University. In
2020, he will take up the position of SCANCOR fellow
at Stanford University. His work has been featured in

The Guardian, BBC History Magazine, History Today,
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, the International
Journal of Human Rights, and Rolling Stone Magazine.
Apocalypse Deferred will be his first book for the
trade.
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OKINAWA
The Stalingrad of the Pacific
Saul David
April 1 and August 6, 2020 will mark the 75th anniversaries
of the battle of Okinawa, and the dropping of the atom
bomb in Hiroshima, respectively. Saul David’s new book
argues that US President Harry S. Truman’s decision to
authorise the use of the atom bomb was directly influenced
by the bloodbath on Okinawa.

Agent: Caroline Michel

UK Publisher: HarperCollins
UK editor: Arabella Pike
US publisher: Hachette Books
US editor: David Lamb
Publication: 2020
Previous publishers:
France (Flammarion)
Germany (Heyne)
Spain (Edhasa)
US (Little, Brown)
Previous works:

Operation Thunderbolt
100 Days to Victory
Soldiers
Zulu Hart
Hart of Empire
The Indian Mutiny
Victoria’s Wars
Military Blunders
Prince of Pleasure
The Homicidal Earl

Okinawa was the greatest air-land-sea battle in history, and
one that had profound consequences for the modern world.
It began on April 1, 1945, as the US Tenth Army invaded
Japanese soil for the first time in the largest amphibious
operation of the Pacific War, and lasted for 82 blood-soaked
days as the fighting plumbed depths of savagery that, even by
the low standards of World War Two, were unprecedented.
In that time, US President Franklin D. Roosevelt died, the
war in Europe ended, and more than 250,000 people lost
their lives on or near the island of Okinawa. The fatalities
included Japanese defenders, American servicemen, and
most tragically, a third of the pre-war population of
Okinawan civilians. But even more than the appalling ferocity
of the fighting, it is the far-reaching consequences of the
battle that make it one of the most significant in world
history…
Saul David will argue that as a direct result of the events in
Okinawa, the newly-appointed US President Harry S.
Truman signed the final ultimatum to Japan known as the
Potsdam Declaration. It called upon Japan to agree to
immediate unconditional surrender or face ‘prompt and
utter destruction’. Though no mention was made of atomic
bombs, the implication was obvious. When Tokyo ignored
the ultimatum, Truman gave the order to drop an atom
bomb on Hiroshima.

Saul David is an historian and novelist, who has written both
fiction and non-fiction. As a broadcaster, he has presented
and appeared in history programmes for all the major TV
channels. Saul is a Professor of Military History at the
University of Buckingham. His book Operation Thunderbolt
was made into a film by Participant and Working Title,
starring Rosamund Pike, Daniel Brühl and Vincent Cassel.
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BROTHERS IN ARMS
Real War. True Friends. Unlikely Heroes.
Geraint Jones
Darkly funny, shockingly honest, Brothers in Arms is an
unforgettable account of the brutal reality of war –
every boring, scary, exciting moment – and the bonds
of friendship that can never be destroyed.

‘If you could choose which two limbs got blown off,
what would you go for?’ Danny said. ‘Your arms or
your legs?’

Agent: On behalf of Rowan
Lawton, YM&U
Publisher: Macmillan
Editor: Ingrid Connell
Publication: May 2019
Page extend: 352
Previous publishers:
Germany (Heyne)
Italy (Newton Compton)
Poland (Rebis)
Previous titles:

Blood Forest

Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

In July 2009 Geraint (Gez) Jones was sitting in Camp
Bastion, Afghanistan with the rest of The Firm – Danny,
Jay, Toby and Jake, his four closest friends, all junior
NCOs and combat-hardened infantrymen. Thanks to
the mangled remains of a Jackal vehicle left tactlessly
outside their tent, IEDs were never far from their mind.
Within days they’d be on the ground in Musa Qala with
the rest of 3 Platoon – a mixed bunch of men Gez
would die for.
As they fight furiously, are pushed to their limits,
hemmed in by IEDs and hampered by the chain of
command, Gez starts to wonder what is the point of it
all. The bombs they uncover on patrol, on their
stomachs brushing the sand away, are replaced the
next day. Firefights are a momentary victory in a war
they can see is unwinnable. Gez is a warrior – he wants
more than this. But then death and injury start to take
their toll on The Firm, leaving Gez with PTSD and a
new battle just beginning.

Geraint Jones wrote the hugely successful war memoir
No Way Out with Major Adam Jowett and has
ghostwritten for James Patterson. Jones has been
deployed on three tours of duty to Iraq and
Afghanistan. For his actions in Iraq, Geraint earned the
General Officer Commanding's Award for Gallantry.
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THE UNUSUAL SUSPECTS
Quirky Characters from History You’ve Never Heard
Of
Nick Hall
History is really boring.
Actually, that’s not completely true. It’s not history’s fault,
it’s just that there’s lots of it. Like Lincolnshire. And just
because there’s a lot of something doesn’t mean it’s all
interesting. Again, like Lincolnshire.

Agent: Rebecca Wearmouth
On submission

Some bits of history get top billing, like the French
Revolution or Henry VIII. That’s not to say that these
stories are boring, just that they’ve been told so many
times that they begin to lose their shine, like listening to an
Ed Sheeran single for the umpteenth time.
In fact, history has a vast cast of characters that you’ve
probably never heard of, or at least never gotten around
to ‘googling’. Just scratch the surface and you begin to find
a treasure trove of forgotten persons and fascinating
stories. So, Nick Hall has gone through and picked out a
few that you might find interesting.
Nick finds the characters which have been overlooked,
forgotten and ignored throughout history – the ones you
need to dig a little deeper to find; the princes and
politicians, explorers and spies, actors and musicians,
scientists, and inventors, sportspersons and kick-ass
feminists. Men and women from across the globe and
throughout history – each with their own claim to fame or
secret to be revealed.
Who said history was boring.

Nick Hall is a writer and comedian with a passion for the
past. He has written and performed for BBC2, BBC3, and
BBC Radio 4, as well as appearing on Sky News, The
Times podcast and writing articles for The Independent.
As a comedian, Nick has has taken six solo shows up to
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Nick also performs and
teaches stand-up comedy, as well as a host of other
speaking engagements. He lives in East London with his
girlfriend and the nagging reminder that one day the sun
will explode. The Unusual Suspects is Nick’s first book.
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THE MAN WHO WAS SATURDAY
Patrick Bishop
From The Sunday Times bestselling historian
Soldier, escaper, spymaster, politician – Airey Neave was
assassinated in the House of Commons car park in 1979.
Forty years after his death, Patrick Bishop’s action-packed
biography examines the life, heroic war and death of one
of Britain’s most remarkable 20th century figures.

Agent: Annabel Merullo
Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Arabella Pike
Publication: March 2019
Page extent: 288
Previous publishers:
Norway (Gyldendal)
Poland (Rebis)
Sweden (Lind & Co)
Previous titles:

Air Force Blue
The Reckoning
Wings
Target Tirpitz
Ground Truth
Battle of Britain
3 Para
Bomber Boys
Fighter Boys
Famous Victory
The Irish Empire
The Provisional IRA
The Winter War

Airey Neave was one of the most extraordinary figures
of his generation. Taken prisoner during WW2, he was
the first British officer to escape from Colditz and using
the code name ‘Saturday’ became a key figure in the IS9
escape & evasion organisation which spirited hundreds of
Allied soldiers out of Occupied Europe. A lawyer by
training, he served the indictments on the Nazi leaders at
the Nuremburg trials. An ardent Cold War warrior, he
was mixed up in several of the great spy scandals of the
period.
Most people might consider these achievements enough
for a single career, but he went on to become the man
who made Margaret Thatcher, mounting a brilliantly
manipulative campaign in the 1975 Tory leadership to
bring her to power.
And yet his death is as fascinating as his remarkable life.
On Friday, 30 March 1979, a bomb planted beneath his
car exploded in House of Commons underground car
park, killing him instantly. The murder was claimed by the
breakaway Irish Republican group, the INLA. His killers
have never been identified.
Patrick Bishop’s new book, published to mark the 40th
anniversary of his death, is a lively and concise biography
of this remarkable man.
Patrick Bishop is one of Britain’s leading military
historians, the author of many critically acclaimed and
bestselling books, including Fighter Boys, Bomber Boys
and 3 Para. Previously he was a foreign correspondent
for over thirty years, reporting from conflicts all over the
world.
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MOLLY & ME
The Extraordinary Tale of How a Dog and Her
Owner Became the Ultimate Pet-detective Duo
Colin Butcher
Ex-policeman Colin Butcher had set up his own pet
detective agency searching for lost and stolen pets and it
was running smoothly but he quickly realized he needed
a partner. That's when inspiration struck...
Enter Molly, an unloved and unwanted cocker spaniel on
a rescue website. Clever and charismatic, she melted
Colin's heart and the two became instantly inseparable.

Agent: On behalf of Rowan
Lawton, YM&U
Publisher: Michael Joseph
Editor: Zennor Compton
Publication: May 2019
Page extent: 384
Rights sold:
Dutch (House of Books)
Finnish (WSOY)
French (Lattes)
German (Goldmann)
Italian (Sperling)
Japanese (Tokyo Sogensha)
Norwegian (Aschehoug)
Portuguese, Brazil (Faro)
Portuguese, Portugal
(Planeta)
Spanish (Roca)
Swedish (Forum)
US (Celadon)

Colin's detective skills combined with Molly's
intelligence, tenacity and sense of smell made them the
ultimate team and it wasn't long before they were
cracking cases and solving crimes across the country.
From the search to find Pablo the ginger tom who was
kidnapped in Devon to unearthing a treasure trove of
stolen jewels in a north London wood, the duo have
many bizarre encounters and make plenty of new
friends along the way.
Charming, moving and thrilling, Molly & Me is the story
of a rescue cocker spaniel with a troubled past who thanks to the love and devotion of her owner - finds a
new life, a new purpose and a forever friend.

Following high-ranking careers with the Royal Navy and
Surrey Police, Colin Butcher established The UK Pet Detectives in 2005. It has since become the market leader
in the investigation of crimes against animals, and each
year recovers hundreds of lost and stolen pets. An expert in the field of pet detection, Colin's vast experience
as a crime investigator has given him an unrivalled insight
into the behaviour of missing dogs and cats.
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PURPLE HAZE
A Biography of Jimi Hendrix
Philip Norman
Praise for Paul McCartney: ‘Norman is an enviably skilled
pen-portraitist, with a consummate ability to conjure the
presence of [McCartney]… A capably executed
biography, brimming with detail.’ The Guardian

Agent: Fiona Petheram
Publisher: Orion
Editor: Alan Samson
Publication: September 2020
Rights sold:
Dutch (De Bezige Bij)
German (Piper)
US (Liveright)
Previous publishers
Brazil (Companhia das Letras)
Czech Republic (Albatros)
Denmark (ArtPeople)
Finland (Gummerus)
France (Robert Laffont)
Italy (Mondadori)
Japan (Kadokawa)
Korea (Kuhminsa)
Macedonia (Prosvetno Delo)
Norway (Gyldendal Norsk)
Poland (Foksal)
Russia (Corpus/AST)
Slovakia (Albatros)
Spain (Malpaso)
Sweden (Forum)

Japanese sub-agent:
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As biographer of the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Elton
John, Buddy Holly, John Lennon, Mick Jagger and Paul
McCartney, Philip Norman unearthed revelatory new
material where none was said to exist and produced
books that transcended their subject to become
literature. In that tiny topmost musical echelon whose
names resonate in every country, culture and generation,
there is only one left…

Purple Haze is a whodunnit as much as a celebration of
matchless artistry, the most cautionary of rock ‘n’ roll
parables and a gripping chronicle of amazing times. After
all these years of rumour and speculation, Jimi’s Afrohaired ghost may finally be laid to rest.

‘I tell you, when I die I’m going to have a jam session. I
want people to go wild and freak out. And knowing me,
I’ll probably get busted at my own funeral.’
Jimi Hendrix

Philip Norman began writing for The Sunday Times at
the age of twenty-two, soon gaining a reputation as Atticus columnist. He is the author of biographies of figures such as, Mick Jagger, John Lennon, Buddy Holly and
the ground-breaking biography of the Beatles, Shout!.
His books have been translated into nineteen languages.
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BLOWING THE BLOODY DOORS OFF
And Other Lessons in Life
Michael Caine
The Sunday Times Bestseller
'Chatty and engaging . . . he often comes across as
endearingly humble' The Sunday Times
With over 100 movies to his credit over six
decades, Hollywood legend and British national treasure
Michael Caine shares the wisdom, stories, insight and skills
that life has taught him over the course of his remarkable
career.

Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Hodder
UK editor: Rowena Webb
US publisher: Hachette Books
US editor: Paul Whitlatch
Publication: October 2018
Rights sold:
Bulgarian (Colibri)
German (Alexander Verlag)
French (Baker Street Editions)
Russian (Mann-Ivanov-Freber)
Other titles include:

What’s It All About
The Elephant to Hollywood
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

One of the World’s best-loved actors, he has starred in a
huge range of films – including all-time favourites - from the
classic British movies Alfie, Zulu and The Italian Job to the
Hollywood blockbusting Dark Knight trilogy, Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels, Hannah and Her Sisters and Cider House Rules.
Caine has excelled in every kind of role - with a skill that's
made it look easy.
He knows what success takes – he’s made it to the top of
his profession from the toughest beginning. But as he says
‘Small parts can lead to big things. And if you keep doing
things right, the stars will align when you least expect it.’
Now in his 85th year he wants to share everything he’s
learned.
With brilliant new insight into his life and work and with his
wonderful gift for story, this is Caine at his wise and
entertaining best.
Sir Michael Caine CBE has been Oscar-nominated six times,
winning his first Academy Award for the 1986 film Hannah
and Her Sisters and his second in 1999 for The Cider House
Rules. He has starred in over one hundred films, with several
critically acclaimed performances including his first major film
role in Zulu in 1964, followed by films including The Ipcress
Files, Get Carter, Alfie, The Italian Job, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, Educating Rita, The Dark Knightt and Harry Brown. He
was appointed a CBE in 1992 and knighted in 2000 in recognition of his contribution to cinema. Married for more than
45 years, with two daughters and three grandchildren, he and
his wife Shakira live in London and Surrey.
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THE ADVENTURES OF MAUD WEST, LADY
DETECTIVE
Susanna Stapleton
‘A deliciously entertaining, meticulous and affectionate investigation
into one of the great unsung heroines of British detection, our very
own real life, female Sherlock Holmes. Criminally good. It's
impossible not to love this book.’ MJ McGrath
‘Susannah Stapleton’s debut is a powerhouse of a book, both a
biography of one of the first women detectives, and a portrait of
the Jazz Age. But her more profound achievement is in
encouraging her readers to follow along as she goes about the
business of the historian and biographer, permitting us to watch
history being uncovered in real time.’ Judith Flanders

The Adventures of Maud West, Lady Detective is a playful
Agent: Tim Bates

investigation into the life and work of one of Britain’s first and
foremost female private detectives.

Page extent: 320

Maud West ran her detective agency in London for more than
thirty years, having started sleuthing on behalf of society’s finest in
1905. Her exploits grabbed headlines throughout the world but,
beneath the public persona, she was forced to hide vital aspects of
her own identity in order to thrive in a class-obsessed and maledominated world. And – as Susannah Stapleton reveals – she was a
most unreliable witness to her own life.

Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

Who was Maud? And what was the reality of being a female
private detective in the Golden Age of Crime?

Publisher: Macmillan
Editor: Georgina Morley
Publication: June 2019

Interweaving tales from Maud West’s own ‘casebook’ with social
history and extensive original research, Stapleton investigates the
stories Maud West told about herself in a quest to uncover the
truth.
With walk-on parts by Dr Crippen and Dorothy L. Sayers, Parisian
gangsters and Continental blackmailers, The Adventures of Maud
West, Lady Detective is both a portrait of a woman ahead of her
time and a deliciously salacious glimpse into the underbelly of ‘good
society’ during the first half of the twentieth century.

Susannah Stapleton trained as an archaeologist before moving into the museums sector as a researcher/writer for exhibitions. As a freelance historical researcher with twenty years’
experience, she has worked for authors, politicians and individuals; as a writer, she has had a number of articles published in national magazines and newspapers. She currently
works as a bookseller in an independent bookshop.
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VICTORY IN THE KITCHEN
The Story of Churchill’s Cook
Annie Gray
From Dr Annie Gray, presenter of BBC2's Victorian Bakers
and The Confectioners, coming summer 2017

Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Profile
Editor: Rebecca Gray
Publication: November 2019
Previous publishers:
Korea (KL Publishing)
Taiwan (Rye)
Previous titles:

The Greedy Queen
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

After The Greedy Queen, food historian Dr Annie Gray
looks into Churchill’s cook Georgina Landemare; in turn,
this is a book about Sir Winston and his attitude towards
food, as well as being a portrait of Britain in the pivotal
years of the mid twentieth century.
Praise for The Greedy Queen: ‘Zingy, fresh, and
unexpected: Annie Gray, the queen of food historians, finds
her perfect subject. A book to devour’ Lucy Worsley
Sir Winston Churchill was Georgina Landemare’s most
significant and long-term employer and a man who was
notorious for his expensive tastes and love of fine food
throughout his life.

Victory in the Kitchen is a culinary biography: a life lived
through food. It focuses on Georgina and her life, and is set
against the a new perspective on Winston Churchill, a man
who was notorious for his expensive tastes and love of fine
food throughout his life. Through one eager eater, and one
skilled cook, the book also therefore contextualises 20th
century food through two figures who were both intimately
involved with it.
In 1956, when she was no longer employed by the former
prime minister, Georgina published her own cookery book,
Recipes from No.10, with a foreword by Clementine
Churchill. Dr Annie Gray has rediscovered this book and
each chapter contains a pertinent recipe from it.
Dr Annie Gray is a food historian specialising in the
Georgian, Victorian and early twentieth centuries. She’s a
popular speaker and broadcaster and also works as a
consultant to museums and heritage sites. She’s written for
The Guardian and The Sun. She presented the TV series
‘Victorian Bakers’ on BBC2.The Greedy Queen was her first
book.
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SIMPLY A MIDWIFE
The Inspirational Story of a Remarkable Daughter,
First Lady, Global Campaigner, and Nurse
Edna Adan Ismail with Wendy Holden
TV/Film rights optioned by Neal Street Productions

‘The Muslim Mother Teresa - as tough as General
Petraeus, as compassionate as the Pope, as tireless as
Michael Phelps, as beautiful as Tina Turner, and has a ‘getit-done-no-excuses” work ethic to rival Bill
Gates.’ Huffington Post

Simply a Midwife is the inspirational story of a remarkable
Agent: Annabel Merullo
Publisher: HQ, HarperCollins
Editor: Lisa Milton
Publication: May 2019
Page extent: 280
Rights sold:
TV/film (Neal Street
Productions)

daughter, nurse and First Lady. The indomitable Edna
Adan Ismail survived imprisonment, persecution, and civil
war to become a pioneering politician, a leading light in the
World Health Organisation, and a global campaigner for
women’s rights.
The eldest child of an overworked doctor in the British
Protectorate of Somaliland, Edna was the first midwife in
Somaliland, she campaigned tirelessly for better healthcare
for women and fought for women on a global stage as
First Minister of her country. Despite mixing with
presidents and princes, she still never forgot her roots and
continued to deliver children and train midwives – a role
she has to this day.
At 81 years old, she still runs what is hailed as the Horn of
Africa’s finest university hospital where she trains future
generations and still delivers babies.
After all – as she puts it – she is ‘simply a midwife.’
Edna Adan Ismail is the former Foreign Minister of Somaliland Republic from 2003 until 2006, and had
previously served as Somaliland's Minister of Family Welfare and Social Development. She is the director and
founder of the Edna Adan Maternity Hospital in Hargeisa and an activist and pioneer in the struggle
for the abolition of female genital mutilation. She is also
President of the Organization for Victims of Torture.
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THE GIRL WHO WOULD NOT SUBMIT
Yasmine Mohammed
‘[A] heartrending, brave and beautifully-written book.’
Richard Dawkins
‘All those interested in how humans overcome adversity
must read this book. Yasmine is one of the bravest people
of our time. She is a shining example to all of us.’ Ayaan
Hirsi Ali

Agent: Laura McNeill
On submission

Despite being born in Canada to liberal parents, Yasmine’s
world was irreversibly transformed after their divorce. Still a
young child, she was thrust into a fundamentalist Islamic
lifestyle. By the age of 19, Yasmine was married to Osama
bin Laden’s right-hand-man, 15 years her senior and running
a terrorist cell in Canada. She lived in a homemade prison,
rarely leaving the house and always in a niqab.
Her indestructible curious and enquiring nature seemed to
be nothing but a curse as she grew up; she repeatedly
found herself punished and abused as the result of asking
questions and consequently was deplored as the black
sheep of the family. If only she would submit, as her mother
and as her religion demanded, life would be easier. Often,
she tried. She desperately wished she could. Yet a spark
inside her, something innate to Yasmine, could never quite
succumb.

Her memoir will take us on a journey across continents,
introducing us to a full cast of characters who provoke
questions and dilemmas. Yasmine is able to explore little
touched upon subjects and complex issues, such as female
responsibility within a culture of misogyny, but more than
this her personal story is one of overcoming adversity; it is
full of hope and inspiration.
Canadian human rights activist, Yasmine Mohammed, advocates for the rights of women living within Islamic majority
countries, as well as those who struggle under religious fundamentalism. She is also the founder of Free Hearts Free Minds
and a member of the prestigious Center for Inquiry (CFI)
Speaker's Bureau. She is also on the Board of Advisors
for The Brighter Brains Institute. She has been featured in national publications such as: US News The National Post, The
Daily Mail, and The Mirror.
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UNDER THE CAMELTHORN TREE
Raising a Family among Lions
Kate Nicholls
‘An astonishing story ... Nicholls carries us through her
experiences with a searing honesty that for me was
hugely educational and deeply moving.
A life lived beyond the dreams of most of us. It's a real
page-turner.’ Jeremy Irons

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Weidenfeld &
Nicholson
Editor: Alan Samson
Publication: April 2019
Page extent: 288

Kate Nicholls left England to raise her five children in
Botswana: an experience that would change each of
their lives. Living on a shoestring in a lion conservation
camp, Kate home-schools her family while they also
learn at first hand about the individual lives of wild lions.
Their deep attachment to these magnificent animals is
palpable. The setting is exotic but it is also precarious.
When the author is subjected to a brutal attack by
three men, it threatens to destroy her and her family:
post-traumatic stress turns a good mother into a
woman who is fragmented and out of control. In this
powerfully written, raw and often warmly funny
memoir, we witness the devastation of living with a
mother whose resilience is almost broken, and how
familial structures shift as the children mature and roles
change.

Under the Camelthorn Tree addresses head-on the
many issues surrounding motherhood, education,
independence, and the natural world; and highlights the
long-lasting effect of gender violence on secondary
victims. Above all, it is an inspiring account of family
love, and a powerful beacon of hope for life.
Kate was born in England in 1954 and raised in a
theatrical family. Kate left home and school age sixteen,
and supported herself working at numberless odd jobs,
until she began a successful television and theatre career
playing leading roles at the RSC and the National Theatre.
In her thirties she read a book that changed her life and
she gave up acting to study biology. Between 1976 and
1994, she had six children with whom she has travelled
widely.
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THE LAST KING OF PATAGONIA
Jonathan Franklin
Why would a San Francisco entrepreneur quit his job, fly
to the ends of the earth, invest US$400 million in
paradise, then give it all away?
You likely haven’t heard of Douglas Tompkins because
he always eschewed publicity and barely gave interviews.
In between travelling the world to indulge his passion for
nature and adventure sports Tompkins made a vast
fortune creating and running The North Face and Esprit,
then he threw it all in to save the planet.
Agent: Annabel Merullo
US publisher: Harper One
US editor: Miles Doyle
Publication: 2020
Previous publishers:
Arabic (Arabic Scientific
Publishers)
Brazil (Companhia das Letras,
Nova Fronteira)
China (Gingko, Hangzhou)
France (Robert Laffont)
Germany (Piper, C. Bertelsmann)
Japan (Kyodo Tsushin)
Hungary (Gabo)
Italy (RCS Libri, Il Saggiatore)
Korea (Gimm-Young)
Norway (Cappelen Damm)
Poland (Swiat Ksziaski, Sonia
Draga)
Portugal (Civilizacao)
Russia (Eksmo)
Spain (Planeta d’Agostini,
Aguilar)
Taiwan (Wind)
Turkey (Kuraldisi)
Previous titles:

438 Days
33 Men

The Last King of Patagonia is a tale of determination,
innovation and the triumph of a visionary businessman
who pursued his dream for a quarter century and
became the most notable conservationist of his
generation. Precocious, arrogant; as feisty as his friend
and neighbor Steve Jobs, Tompkins was a web of
contradictions: a multi-millionaire who preferred to sleep
on a couch, an environmentalist who drove a red Ferrari.
His story is unique: he was a maverick (don’t buy our
clothes unless you need them he extolled his customers
to the consternation of his backers) who summited the
peaks of capitalism only to realize he had climbed the
wrong mountain. Taking his hundreds of millions of
dollars, he moved to the end of the earth where he
launched a most improbable campaign to rebrand a
swath of South America. Now that model is going global.

Jonathan Franklin is an award-winning journalist,
regularly reporting for the Guardian, Washington Post,
Dagbladet, Der Spiegel and Rolling Stone magazine. His
investigative reporting has been used by CBS 60
Minutes, A&E TV, the BBC and numerous documentary
productions worldwide. His coverage of the 33 Chilean
miners trapped underground attracted worldwide
attention and his book on the subject, 33 Men was
published in 2011 in 21 countries. His second book,
438 Days chronicled the astonishing odyssey of the
Mexican fisherman José Salvador Alvarenga, who
survived for over a year lost at sea.
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UNDER THE WIRE
Paul Conroy
The book that inspired the highly acclaimed feature
documentary Under the Wire
Determined to cover the Syrian regime's brutal
crackdown on dissent and the devastating impact of the
war on Syria's civilians, veteran photographer Paul
Conroy and Marie Colvin, one of the foremost war
correspondents of her generation, decided to smuggle
themselves across enemy lines and into the blood and
terror of Homs.

Agent: Annabel Merullo

Publisher: Quercus
Editor: Richard Milner
Publication: October 2013
Page extent: 344
Rights sold:
Italian (Newton Compton)
Polish (Swiat Ksiazki)
US (Hachette)

But tragedy struck before the pair could finish
documenting the slaughter. A rocket killed Colvin and
ripped a hole in Conroy's leg. As Syrian ground forces
closed in on his position, Conroy was forced to make a
terrifying last-ditch attempt to escape from a regime
that appeared determined to murder him.

Under the Wire is the epic, untold account of Conroy
and Colvin's last, tragic assignment together. A rare and
touching portrait of an extraordinary woman driven by
an unquenchable desire to 'bear witness', it is as much a
tale of courage and survival as it is the poignant account
of a friendship forged amid the carnage of war.
Paul Conroy is a photojournalist and documentary
maker, who began his career in the military. He has
worked in warzones all over the world, taking
photographs and making films for the BBC, Sky TV and
The Sunday Times, amongst others. Conroy was one of
the first journalists to enter Libya when the uprising
there began in 2011, and his talents meant he was soon
teamed with the Sunday Times’ Marie Colvin, hailed as
the greatest war reporter of her generation. He spent
the next six months working in Libya with Colvin,
before working together again in Syria in early 2012 to
report on the atrocities being committed. It was to be
the pair’s last assignment together. Colvin was killed in a
rocket attack in Homs, Syria in February 2012.
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HOW TO FAIL
Everything I’ve Ever Learned from Things Going Wrong

Elizabeth Day
‘A book full of wisdom, humour, humility, tenderness and heart.
Elizabeth Day’s beautiful, reassuring stories and observations are
a guide to self-compassion, a celebration of all things imperfect
and will galvanise you to try, try again’ Dolly Alderton, author
of Everything I Know About Love
'By turns profound, witty, and extremely reassuring, Elizabeth
Day's sublime deconstruction of the myth of 'success' is a lifechanging gift to us all.' Jessie Burton, author of The Muse
Inspired by her hugely popular podcast, How To Fail is Elizabeth
Day’s brilliantly funny, painfully honest and insightful celebration
of things going wrong.
Agent: Nelle Andrew

Publisher: Fourth Estate
Editor: Helen Garnons-Williams
Publication: Spring 2019
Rights sold:
Complex Chinese (Heliopolis)
Dutch (Ambo Anthos)
French (Belfond)
German (Goldmann)

Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

This is a book for anyone who has ever failed. Which means it’s
a book for everyone.
If I have learned one thing from this shockingly beautiful venture
called life, it is this: failure has taught me lessons I would never
otherwise have understood. I have evolved more as a result of
things going wrong than when everything seemed to be going
right. Out of crisis has come clarity, and sometimes even
catharsis.
Part memoir, part manifesto, and including chapters on dating,
work, sport, babies, families, anger and friendship, it is based on
the simple premise that understanding why we fail ultimately
makes us stronger. It's a book about learning from our mistakes
and about not being afraid.
Uplifting, inspiring and rich in stories from Elizabeth’s own
life, How to Fail reveals that failure is not what defines us; rather
it is how we respond to it that shapes us as individuals.
Because learning how to fail is actually learning how to succeed
better. And everyone needs a bit of that.
Elizabeth is the author of 4 novels, including The Party (Fourth
Estate, 2017) which was an Observer Book of the Year and is a
current Richard & Judy Book Club. She is an award-winning
journalist who has worked for The Evening Standard, The
Sunday Telegraph and The Mail on Sunday, and is now a feature
writer for The Observer. She grew up in Northern Ireland, and
currently lives in London.
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THE RELUCTANT CARER

Agent: On behalf of Eugenie
Furniss YM&U

It was the kind of phone call that can happen to anyone.
The kind we all fear. My eighty-seven-year-old father
had been admitted to hospital after a heart attack, my
mother, eighty-nine, would be at home alone. So, I
packed a small bag and went home to help. And then
my parent’s health, and what I now think of as my old
life, collapsed in ferocious unison. I lost a house, a
marriage and all my money in less time than it took my
dad to lose control of his sphincter. And guess whose
mess is easier to clean up?

Publisher: Picador
Editor: Francesca Main
Publication: tbc
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

The Reluctant Carer is by turns the funny, moving and
illuminating story of the author’s experience when, after
hitting a rocky point in his career and at the same time
his marriage collapsed, he decided to stay with his
parents for a week or two; he didn’t leave for two years.
Along with the laughs and the black humour are some
extraordinary reflections that feel almost luminous in
their power. Amid the grind and periods of chaos there
are moments of transcendence where he reaches a
deeper understanding of his relationship with his parents
and digs into the very essence of what it is to be human.
With The Reluctant Carer, the author shines a much
needed light on the millions of unpaid workers who
look after their loved ones across the country.

The author is a journalist and screenwriter.
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IN SEARCH OF SILENCE
Poorna Bell
‘Raw, poetic and breathtaking’ Fearne Cotton
'A beautiful book that dismantles the pressure and expectations
placed on our lives' Gizzi Erskine
‘A memoir about snapping out of societal autopilot and figuring
out what you want from life.’ Stylist

In Search of Silence is the recognition of the echo chamber we
find ourselves in, in terms of what constitutes a successful,
fulfilling life. This is a heartfelt, deeply personal journey which
asks us all to define what 'happiness' truly means.

Agent: On behalf of Rowan
Lawton, YM&U
Publisher: S&S
Editor: Fritha Saunders
Publication: May 2019
Page extent: 272
Previous titles:

Chase the Rainbow
Japense suib-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Poorna Bell was sold the fairytale of life. That love wins the day.
That marriage is the rescue to an otherwise unhappy existence.
That children are the natural progression of any relationship.
But really, is it? Are we actually being honest with ourselves
about the expectations we have set for ourselves? Are we able
to distinguish between what we really need from life, from
everything that we have been conditioned to want? Because
the current rhetoric doesn’t prepare you for the reality.
In 2015 Poorna Bell became a widow after her husband Rob
took his own life on a winter’s night, having battled depression
and addiction. Her situation was unusual when compared to a
lot of people, but she was left figuring out exactly the same
things. Will she ever be happy? Will she find love again? Who
will rescue her from her sadness?
Two years on and Poorna is rebuilding her life. And it is from
this place – as she works towards choosing what she does and
doesn’t want from society, that she will explore a different
conversation around fulfillment and self-worth.Cutting across
the landscapes in India, New Zealand and Britain, Poorna Bell
explores the things endemic in our society such as sadness and
loneliness, to unpick why we seek other people to fix what’s
inside of us.

Poorna Bell is a British author and award-winning journalist.
She published her debut non-fiction book Chase The Rainbow,
which was a deeply-affecting memoir of her life with her late
husband Rob. Matt Haig described it as "candid, warm, sad, surprisingly funny, raw, brave, bittersweet", and it has been
deemed a conversation starter in the world of men's mental
health and Arianna Huffington as a book 'everyone must read'.
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JELLYFISH
Sydney Lima
When a jellyfish finds itself with a tangle of tentacles
ripped off, or a bite-sized chunk of its jelly suddenly
missing, the ability to heal quickly is critical.
What should you do when you’re hit with a break-up, an
identity crisis and a spiralling drug problem?

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
On submission

At 25, Sydney lost the love of her life, her home, and her
direction. At her lowest, she drifted through London
nightlife, one-night stands and dodgy house shares, and
soon found herself staring squarely down the barrel of a
quarter-life crisis. So, she looked to the animal kingdom
for answers; to the jellyfish, an invertebrate that survives
the loss of a limb by growing another. Sydney needed to
regenerate.
In Jellyfish, Sydney pulls together stories and practical
advice from that period, casting a lifeline to fellow
drowners. From tips on spotting terrible housemates to
why you should probably avoid (much) older men, this is
a raw, witty, and at times shocking, memoir of how a 20something came to rebuild her world – swapping an
inebriate life for an invertebrate life and learning how to
swim.
For fans of Dolly Alderton, Caitlin Moran and Bryony
Gordon.

Sydney Lima is a 26-year-old model and journalist from
London, with over 40k Instagram followers. She writes
for Vogue, i-D and LOVE Magazine, and Jellyfish will be
her first book for the trade.
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F*CK BEING HUMBLE
Stefanie Sword-Williams
Take control of your career and reach your goals with this
concise, timely and indispensable guide, from the founder
of F*ck Being Humble.

We don’t work in the same world that our parents did.
The days of steadily climbing a well-defined career ladder,
trusting that hard work will be recognised, and sticking to
the rules will be repaid are behind us. We’ve been left
scrambling for a skill set that reflects the reality of our
working lives.
Agent: Kate Evans
On submission

Standing out on our own terms has never been more
important and yet we still feel that self-promotion is taboo.
Intended to provoke and challenge, F*ck Being Humble
questions the wisdom of waiting for others to identify our
best qualities. It will teach you to define what really matters
to you and provides practical, actionable advice on every
previously cringe-worthy element of crafting a career, and a
life, that works for you.
From finding the confidence to break out of a rut to
networking without a fear of sounding stupid, demystifying
the conversation around money to pitching yourself while
still being yourself, F*ck Being Humble is the go-to guide to
help you identify what makes you unique and how you can
make the most of it.
Whether you’re just starting your career or have 20 years
under your belt, this essential book will give you the
confidence and clarity to stop fearing self-promotion and
start owning your life.

Stefanie Sword-Williams founded F*ck Being Humble in
2018 as an online platform and event series to promote
underrepresented groups and empower people,
particularly young women, to own their achievements.
Stef is on a mission to rebrand self-promotion as a
positive, and necessary, skill. It’s not about arrogance, it’s
about identifying what you love and what matters to you
and going after it wholeheartedly. At her sell out public
events and workshops for global brands, Stef delivers
practical, actionable advice in her inimitable style.
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ON THE EDGE
What Life in the World’s Most Extreme Economies
Tells Us About Our Own Future
Richard Davies
To understand how humans react and adapt to change we
need to study people who live in harsh environments.
From the death-row prisoners trading in prisons where
money is banned to the stateless ethnic Russians shut out
of Estonia’s hyper-modern economy, every life in this book
has been hit by a seismic shock, violently broken or
damaged in some way.

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Transworld
UK editor: Henry Vines
US publisher: FSG
US editor: Colin Dickerman
Publication: May 2019
Rights sold:
Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
Korean (Bookie)
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

People living in these odd and marginal places are ignored
by number crunching economists and political pollsters
alike. Science suggests this is a mistake.
This book tells the personal stories of humans living in
extreme situations. 'Extreme' does not mean the familiar
stock market crashes, housing crises, or banking scandals of
the financial pages. The book takes the reader to really odd
places, the places that no-one visits. Places where part of
the economy has been repressed, removed, destroyed or
turbocharged. By travelling to each of them and discovering
what life is really like, On the Edge tells small stories that
shed light on today’s biggest economic questions.

Richard Davies is a British economist and journalist
based in London. He currently is a fellow at the London
School of Economics. Before this he held various posts in
economic policymaking and journalism. He has been
economic adviser to the Chancellor the Exchequer and
Chair of the Council of Economic Advisers at the HM
Treasury, an economist and speechwriter at the Bank of
England, and economics editor of The Economist.
Richard has published widely on economics. In addition
to The Economist he has written for The Times, Sunday
Times and 1843 Magazine. He was the editor of The
Economist’s Guide to Economics (Profile, 2015), and has
published numerous articles and research papers.
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WELCOME TO THE NEXT 10 YEARS OF YOUR
LIFE
Jamie Bartlett
Praise for The People vs Tech: ‘A superb book by one of
the world’s leading experts on the digital revolution’
David Patrikarakos, Literary Review

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Ebury
Editor: Andrew Goodfellow
Publication: 2020
Previous publishers:
China (Beijing Time, Citic)
Croatia (Fokus)
France (De Boeck Supérieur)
Germany (Boersenmedia)
Japan (Futabasha, Soshisha,
Hankyu)
Mexico (Planeta)
Netherlands (Maven)
Poland (Post Factum)
Romania (Nemira)
Russia (Eksmo)
Serbia (Laguna)
Sweden (Daidalos)
Taiwan (Editions du Flaneur)
Turkey (Can, Timas)
US (Dutton)
Previous titles:

The People vs Tech
Radicals
The Dark Net
Japanese suib-agent:
The English Agency

In Welcome to the Next Ten Years of Your Life, Jamie
Bartlett introduces the reader to a series of the most
important and thought-provoking scenarios, decisions
and situations that we will confront in the next decade.
In the coming years technology will transform many
aspects of our personal, economic, and social life in
bizarre and unimaginable ways, forcing us to confront
brand new dilemmas and decisions. Are we ready?

From the inequalities created between the tech-haves
and have-nots, to our virtual graveyard, and what
happens with our online profiles after we are gone,
Welcome to the Next Ten Years of Your Life will force
the reader to think carefully about the world we’re
building, and propose how we’ll need to fundamentally
change how we govern society – and ourselves.

Jamie Bartlett is one of the UK’s leading thinkers on
politics and technology. He led the Centre for the
Analysis of Social Media at Demos for 10 years until
December 2018. His areas of expertise range
from social media monitoring and analytics, internet
culture and ‘the dark net’, crypto-currencies, surveillance
technology, machine learning, automated sentiment
analysis, big data, cyber privacy and law, and social media
research ethics. He is also a technology blogger for The
Spectator and regularly writes for The Sunday Times, the
Guardian, Foreign Policy, and The Telegraph. He
recently presented a major BBC2 documentary series
‘The Secrets of Silicon Valley’ about technology
disruption to economies and politics.
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THE BULLSH*T RADAR
Alex O’Brien
We think won’t be fooled again. And yet we are, time
after time. Advertisers lure us into buying their wares.
Politicians seduce us with promises and fake news. Even
our closest friends – often unconsciously – are constantly
manipulating us. How do they manage it? Why are we
so vulnerable?
Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
On submission

A lie has no power by it’s mere utterance. Its power
emerges when someone agrees to believe the lie. As we
enter life in a culture of lies, fake news and alternative
facts it matters even more that we learn how to tell
truth from fiction.
In The Bullsh*t Radar, science journalist and keen poker
player Alex O’Brien looks at how the experts navigate
their way through a world of deception. Combining
evidence from psychological research and a range of
professionals – from FBI agents and behavioural
economists to poker aces and bounty hunters – she
assembles strategies we can all use to analyse the
information that surrounds us every day.

Alex O’Brien a London based science writer. Her work
has appeared in The Guardian, Scientific American,

Discover Magazine, Medium, The Huffington Post,
Gizmodo, Delayed Gratification, The Long&Short and
other publications.
She was shortlisted for Best
Newcomer in 2016 by the Association of British Science
Writers and is also co-founder of EquationX - A series
of science related leadership events hosting talks and
debates.
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I, HUMAN
Lynda Gratton & Andrew Scott
From the authors of the The 100-Year Life, shortlisted for the
FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Bloomsbury
Editor: Alexis Kirschbaum
Publication: 2020
Rights sold:
Japanese (Toyo Keizai)

Previous publishers:
China (Citic)
Estonia (Fontes)
France (Saint Simon)
Germany (Edition Korber)
Greece (Dianeosis)
Korea (KL Publishing)
Poland (Kurhaus)
Spain (Lettera Publicaciones)
Taiwan (Business Weekly)
Thailand (Openbooks)
Japanese sub-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

After the prolonged success of The 100-Year Life, Lynda Scott
and Andrew Gratton research on the substantial transformation
that society and the economy will go through in the coming
decades. Technology will transform nearly every facet of our life,
as life extends we live longer and work longer. Both of these will
transform our educational needs. How we live our life and how
society is structured seems to be going through multiple
transitions.

Life in Transition is about all these changes. Lynda and Andrew
explain why and how they are happening. Most importantly
though the book focuses on what you can do as an individual to
prepare for these changes and make the most of them, as well
as on what we as a society need to do to adapt and respond.
People are increasingly aware that what used to work as a basis
for success no longer does. Whilst substantial change is coming,
it will come gradually over time and that we have, both as
individuals and as societies, time to respond. And crucially, we
are able to shape these powerful forces to the benefit of
society. Lynda and Andrew offer a nuanced perspective and
focus on how you as an individual and we as a society can use
these forces to benefit us.
Lynda and Andrew are both professors at London Business
School.
Lynda is a professor in Organizational Behavior, she serves as a
steward of the World Economic Forum and in 2017 was
appointed to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s council on social
change. She created the Future of Work Consortium ten years
ago with more than 100 corporate members, and her ‘Future of
Work’ elective is one of the top rated electives at the school.
Andrew is a professor in Economics and a Fellow of All Souls,
Oxford University and the Centre for Economic Policy
Research. He has been an advisor on Monetary Policy to the
House of Commons Treasury Select Committee and to Chief
Economists at both the Bank of England (on monetary policy)
and H.M.Treasury (on fiscal policy and debt management) and
Economic Advisor to the Prime Minister of Mauritius between
2007 and 2015.
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THE SCIENCE OF FATE
Why your Future is more Predictable than you Think
Hannah Critchlow
‘Engrossing and highly illuminating book… Critchlow brilliantly
argues that this intimate knowledge can actually empower us to
shape better future for ourselves.’ The Bookseller
Are we really the masters of our own destiny?
Neuroscientist Hannah Critchlow shows how far our future is
already hardwired in our brains. Like Sapiens and Thinking Fast
and Slow, The Science of Fate revolutionises the way we
understand our species and ourselves.

Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Hodder
Editor: Rowena Webb
Publication: May 2019
Page extent: 256
Rights sold:
Chinese, complex (Babel)
Chinese, simplified (Hunan
Science and Technology)
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

So many of us believe that we are free to shape our own
destiny. But what if free will doesn't exist? What if our lives are
largely predetermined, hardwired in our brains - and our choices
over what we eat, who we fall in love with, even what we
believe are not real choices at all? Neuroscience is challenging
everything we think we know about ourselves, revealing how
we make decisions and form our own reality, unaware of the
role of our unconscious minds. Did you know, for example, that:
* You can carry anxieties and phobias across generations of
your family?
* Your genes and pleasure and reward receptors in your brain
will determine how much you eat?
* We can sniff out ideal partners with genes that give our
offspring the best chance of survival?

Leading neuroscientist Hannah Critchlow draws vividly from
everyday life and other experts in their field to show the
extraordinary potential, as well as dangers, which come with
being able to predict our likely futures - and looking at how we
can alter what's in store for us.
Lucid, illuminating, awe-inspiring The Science of Fate
revolutionises our understanding of who we are - and
empowers us to help shape a better future for ourselves and
the wider world.

Hannah Critchlow is the Science Outreach Fellow at
Magdalene College, University of Cambridge, and has been
named a Top 100 UK Scientist by the Science Council for
her work in science communication. She appears regularly
on TV, radio and at festivals to discuss and explore the
brain.
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THE FUTURE, WITH LOVE
Ruby Wax
#1 Sunday Times Bestselling Author
Praise for How to Be Human:
‘A three way encounter between a Monk, a
neuroscientist and Ruby Wax sounds like the set up for
a joke. Instead it's produced one of the most fascinating,
intriguing and informative books about minds and
bodies and brains and mindfulness I've ever
encountered. A triangulation on what it means to be
human. Utterly readable and surprisingly wise.’ Neil
Gaiman
Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Penguin Life
Editor: Venetia Butterfield
Publication: 2020
Previous publishers:
Czech Republic (Dobrovsky)
Estonia (Kiriastus Pegasus)
France (Le Cherche Midi)
Germany (Droemer)
Greece (Oceanos)
Hungary (HGV)
Italy (Mondadori)
Japan (Futabasha)
Korea (Chaek-Se-Sang)
Netherlands (Het Spectrum)
Poland (Studio Astropsychologii)
Slovenia (Ucila)
Spain (Obelisco)
Sweden (Printz Publishing)
Taiwan (China Times)
Turkey (Pegasus)
US (Perigee / Penguin)
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

How to be Human ended with the idea that
compassion is our salvation. It’s the glue that holds us
all together and makes us break out of our cocoon of
self-absorption. When we care for each other we’re at
our happiest and most resilient.
In The Future, With Love internationally bestselling
author Ruby Wax will argue that change only happens
when the individual takes responsibility for how he
thinks and acts, rather than blaming someone for his or
her unhappiness or discontentment, and that ultimately
it will be compassion, both for ourselves & others, that
will change the future.

Ruby Wax is a comedian and TV writer who also holds
an MA in Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy from
Oxford University and has spoken at TED Global. She
is the author of Sane New World, A Mindfulness Guide
for the Frazzled and How to Be Human. She has been
awarded an OBE for services to mental health.
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OBESOGENICS
Dr Andrew Jenkinson
In Obesogenics, renowned surgeon Dr Andrew
Jenkinson tackles the topic of obesity and the
conundrum of chronically failed dieters. He explains,
using ground-breaking research, evolutionary medicine,
anthropology, epigenetics, the history of food, plus a
large dose of common sense, just why many people
end up trapped on the inevitable rollercoaster of weight
loss.
Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
Publisher: Penguin Life
Editor: Venetia Butterfield
Publication: Autumn 2019
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

Though grounded in medical expertise, Obesogenics is
fast-paced, full of surprising facts and stories.
This is the “Freakonomics” approach to the thorny,
complex, and often highly politicised subject of obesity
in our society today. The chapters piece together
hidden gems of information surrounding metabolism
and weight loss that have been buried in rarely seen
research. Moving through a variety of places (from
Africa, to Dubai, to the Pacific, to Disneyworld…) and
times (from the primordial sea, through the huntergatherers, to the Victorians, and the Caribbean sugar
plantations…) Obesogenics will help unlock the secrets
of the obesity puzzle.

Dr. Andrew Jenkinson, is a leading bariatric surgeon and
Senior Consultant in General Surgery at University
College London Hospital. As well as his work for the
NHS, he is head of Bariatric Surgery Development at The
London Clinic and The Wellington private hospitals and
runs a regular weight loss clinic in Dubai. He has s
travelled the globe presenting his research on obesity and
teaching bariatric surgery, which he has been performing
for 15 years. Throughout this time he has seen and
treated over 3,000 patients and his conversations with
them have been invaluable – providing him with the
inspiration to write this book.
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THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE
Epicureanism: A Philosophy for Modern Living
Catherine Wilson
In our troubled world, looking back to ancient wisdom
can shed light on fresh solutions.
For years, many of us have upheld the Stoic belief in ‘no
pain, no gain.’ But when the pace of modern life and the
demands of jobs and family overwhelm us, punishing
exercise regimes, productivity apps and early morning
starts may not be the best solution.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
UK publisher: HarperCollins
UK editor: Zoe Berville
UK publication: May 2019
US publisher: Basic Books
US editor: TJ Kelleher
US publication: September
2019

According to the pleasure-centric philosophy of
Epicureanism, life can be good without great sacrifice. By
consciously practicing ‘choice and avoidance’ – by being
strategic about our recreational, professional and familial
pursuits – we can live with less fear and regret. By
understanding our place in a world that came about by
chance, we can gain greater perspective on our role
within it and where our priorities should lie.
No honest philosopher can give you a formula for
happiness, but in The Pleasure Principle, Professor
Catherine Wilson explores how Epicureanism can
provide a framework for thinking about life’s key issues,
including family, death, politics, religion, wealth, science,
and love.

Page extent: 304
Rights sold:
Korean (KED)
Spanish (Ariel)
Japanese sub-agent:
The English Agency

Catherine Wilson is a Professor of Philosophy at York
University. She holds degrees from Yale, Oxford and
Princeton, and is one of the world’s foremost experts on
Epicurean thought. A Very Short Introduction to
Epicureanism was published in 2015 by OUP. The
Pleasure Principle is her first full-length, philosophy book
for the trade.
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THE GLITTER IN THE GREEN
A Hummingbird Quest
John Dunn
The Glitter in the Green follows the author’s unique
and never before attempted quest to tell the story of
the most remarkable family of all the birds, the
hummingbirds, by travelling the full length of their
worldwide range, from the very edge of the Arctic
Circle to the sub-Antarctic islands off the tip of South
America, searching for the most remarkable examples
of their kind, exploring their rich cultural heritage, and
encountering a host of human characters as colourful as
the birds themselves.
Agent: Tim Bates
UK publisher: Bloomsbury
UK editor: Michael Fishwiick
US publisher: Basic Books
US editor: Lara Heimert
Publication: tbc
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

No family of birds has quite the magical allure offered
by the hummingbirds – they are simply irresistible, a
glittering, sparkling collective of over three hundred
wildly variable, colourful species. For centuries they have
captured our imaginations – revered by Native
American peoples, coveted by European collectors, and
to this day admired worldwide for their unsurpassed
metallic, jewel-like plumage, acrobatic flight, and
immense character.
Yet they exist on a knife-edge – theirs is a precarious
life, dependent upon finding sufficient nectar to provide
the high energy their bodies demand daily. They live
fast, and die young. That they do this in habitats that
range from boreal woodlands to deserts, from dripping
cloud-forests to montane paramo, and on islands both
tropical and sub-polar, stands testament to their tenacity
– they are, perhaps, the ultimate embodiment of
evolution’s power to carve a niche for a seemingly
delicate creature in even the harshest of places.
Jon Dunn is a natural history writer, photographer and
wildlife tour guide based in the Shetland Isles, but with
strong links in mainland Europe and North and South
America that see him travelling widely in search of
memorable wildlife encounters. He has written natural
history and travel articles for several British magazines.
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DISASTERS BY CHOICE
Ilan Kelman
An earthquake shatters Haiti and a hurricane slices
through Texas. We hear that nature runs rampant,
threatening to destroy us through these ‘natural
disasters’. Science recounts a different story, that ‘natural
disasters’ do not exist. Instead, we put ourselves in
harm’s way and we fail to take measures which we
know will avoid disasters, no matter what the
environment does.
Fundamentally, disasters are not natural. We create
them and we can choose to prevent them.
Agent: Tessa David

Publisher: Oxford University
Press
Editor: Latha Menon
Publication: February 2020

In this clear and impassioned call to arms, Ilan
Kelman narrates disaster stories to show how we can
and should act to stop people dying when nature
unleashes its worst. The disaster is not those forces and
energies; it is not the tornado, the volcanic eruption, or
the tsunami. The disaster is deaths and injuries, losing
irreplaceable property, and denying support to affected
people so that a short-term interruption becomes a
long-term recovery nightmare. The disaster is our
inability to deal with the environment and with
ourselves. Ultimately, the disaster is us.

In a journey from the Caribbean to the Bay of Bengal
and from Houston to Wellington, Kelman taps into the
richness of human history, experience, and expertise,
presenting scientific knowledge to explain why natural
disasters so rarely exist and, most importantly, what we
should be doing to prevent them.

Ilan Kelman is a Reader in Risk, Resilience and Global
Health at University College London (UCL), England
and Professor II at the University of Agder, Kristiansand,
Norway. His overall research interest is linking disasters
and health, including the integration of climate change
into disaster research and health research.
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MY PENGUIN YEAR
Living with Emperors
Lindsay McCrae
‘What makes grown men cry? Baby penguins. Who knew?’

The Times

Viewers around the world have been enthralled by a BBC
TV documentary In David Attenborough’s acclaimed
Dynasties series about a colony of emperor penguins,
and the media loved it too - BBC Radio 2 called it ‘as
close to art as television can get’.

Agent: Annabel Merullo

Publisher: Hodder
Editor: Rupert Lancaster
Publication: November 2019
Japanese sub-agent:
Japan Uni

One of the men who made that film was 29-yearold cameraman Lindsay McCrae who spent an
extraordinary year in the Antarctic living alongside the
most resilient creatures in nature: emperor penguins.
Filming the entire lifecycle of these magnificent birds.
Lindsay endured unimaginable weather conditions
(including freezing winds in excess of 100kph), witnessed
behaviour new to science, all whilst living in complete
isolation on an Antarctic ice shelf for an entire winter that
lasts over 8 months.
Despite this expedition being a childhood dream, sacrifices
were inevitable and in My Penguin Year: Living with the
Emperors he shares not only the harsh reality of spending
hours in the freezing arctic outdoors – including a frost
bitten nose and frightening journeys across the landscape
– but also how the personal obstacles of being over
15,000km from home with no way back, proved almost
too much, including being away for the birth of his first
son. The book will include some of the still images Lindsay
took on the trip, but above all else, the extraordinary
story of human endeavour that sits behind the camera.

Lindsay McCrae is a natural history camera operator &
photographer who turned professional before the age
of 20 following a life-long obsession with British wildlife.
He spends at least 6 months of every year away from
his family, usually abroad in the most remote parts of
the planet filming rarely seen wild animals at extremely
close quarters.
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